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Abstract

The present st.udy compared seligman's difference metric and

Nickel-s' make-a-difference metric of actual control to see which

metric is a more useful- measure of participants, ratings of
percei-ved control . T\^/o screening items reduced the sample of 292

t.o l-89. These participants were shown a new format of a

24-questíon 2-opLion test with 0, 1-, or 2 correct. answers for
each question with t.he wording of each question missing. Those

wiCh higher test scores could leave the experiment sooner than

participants with lower test scores. participants differed
according to their level of both difference metric control ôr

the number of correct answers t.hey could earn by consistentJ-y

sefect.ing one option over another optíon (DM=0%, 252, and 75e");

and make-a-difference metric cont.rol, ot the number of questions

with only 1 correct answer (MDM=0%, 252, and 75%) . participant.s

indicated t.heir perceived cont.rol over t.he magnitud.e of their
total test. score. Results showed tha[ part.icipants with hj_gh

difference meLríc tests (DM=75?) fel-t more conLrol- compared t.o

participants with moderaLe and low difference metric Lests
(Dwt=257 or 0z). Furthermore, participants with high or moderate

make-a-difference metric tests (MDM=75% or 25%) fel_t. more control
than participanls with low make-a-difference metric tescs
(MDM=O?) . Tt. is concluded that. the make-a-d.ifference metric is a

more usef ul- measure of actual contro] t.han the díf f erence metric -
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Introduction
,-fust over a quarter century âgo, overmier and serierman

(1-967 ) demonstrated an interest.ing phenomenon in contingency

learning. Dogs from one group were individuarly praced in a

two-sided shut.tle box with the goal to jump from one side to the

ot.her t.o free an electric shock (i.e., escapable shock) . Dogs

from the other group v{ere prevented from jumping to the 
_

shock-free side (i.e., inescapabl_e shock) . When later placed

individuarly in a shutt,l-e box with a jumpabre barrier, each dog

that previously experienced escapable shock quickly jumped Eo

safety, while each dog that øq>erienced inescapable shock showed

a remarkable behaviour pat.tern: The dog nran around frantically
for about thirty seconds. But then it stopped moving; t.o our

surprise, it Ìay down and quietly whined' (Se1igman, Lg7S,

p- 22') - This phenomenon, calIed learned helplessness, ind.icates

that when ex¡losed to uncontrollable stimulation, an organism

learns t.o expect. it has no contror, resurt,ing in cogmitive,
motivational, and emotional deficits. Several reviews indicate
that learned helplessness is an extremely robust phenomenon (see

Maier & Seligrman, tg76; Maier, Seligirnan, & Solomon, j-969 i
Peterson, l-993; Peterson, Maier, & Seligrman, j_993; Seligrman ç

Maier, L967; Seligman, Maier, & Geer, L968; Seligrman, Maier, &

Solomon, L9711.
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Selicrman's Conceptualizat.ion of Cont.rol

seligirnan att.ributed the inability of the dogs, escape t.o be

a resul-t of the manipuration of their previous learning, That

is, dogs having learned they could not escape the shock in the

past believed they could not. escape future situations when shock

was actually escapable. 'serigrman's experiments of rearned

helpJ-essness were based on t.he notion of control or conti¡rgency

defined as the l-ikelihood of a desired outcome given a particular
response. In any situat.ion, t.here are two import.ant likelihoods
or condiEional probabilities to consider: (1) The probabitiEy of
the desired outcome given a response and (21 the probability of
t.he desired out.come given a different response. serigrman (L975)

writes r 
,

when the probability of an ouLcome is the same whether or
not a given response occurs, the outcome is independent. of
t,hat response. lVtt"r, this is true of all volunt.arlr

responses, Ehe out.come is uncont.rollabre. conversely, if
the probability of an outcome when some response occurs is
different from the probability of the outcome when that
response doesn't occur, Ehen that outcome is dependent on

t,hat. response: the out.come is controllable (p. j_6).

control, then, represent,s the dependence of an out.come on a
response, whereas uncontrol represents the independence of an

ouLcome on a response. Seligman,s (19?5, p. i_6) example of
persons t.ryingr t.o hail- an elevator to their floor outlines the
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dynamics of the Lwo situat.ions. ff a down-bound elevator arrives
l-00? of the time t.he down-button is pressed and 0? of the t.ime

the up-button is pressed, then el-evator movement. depends on which

button is pressed (i.e., contror)- However, if a down erevator

arrives 50å of the t.ime the down-button is pressed and 50å of the

time the up-button is pressed, then elevator movement is
independent of which but.t.on is pressed (i.e., uncont.rol) -

Both Selig.rnan's original (Se1igrman, 1-975 ) and reformulat.ed

(Abramson, Seligrman, & Teasdale, L978) t.heories of cont.rol have

been tested in a variety of rearned herpressness oqleriments,

principally with animals (Maier et al. , L969,- Overmier &

Seligman, 1-967¡ Seligman & Maier, L967; Seligman eL âf ., ]-97]-l .

Additional animal research includes studies by Glass and Singer

(L972), Hokanson, DeGood, Forrest, and Brittain (L97]-), Maier and

Test.a (1-975) , Miller and Norman ('J.979) , Miller and Ï¡Ieiss (1969) ,

Roth (L980), Seligrman et. al. (L968), and $Ieiss (1-9?1-) .

Se1ig¡man's view of cont,rol has also been t.ested using humans

(Hiroto & Seligman, 1-975). Hirot.o (]-974) compared three groups

of college students: An escapable group t.hat. received experience

with noises cont,ingent on button pressing, ârl inescapable group

that received experience wich noises noncont,ingently relat.ed to
button pressing, and a no noise group. AI1 groups were

subsequenLly Lest.ed on a human shut.t.le box for their ability to
escape aversive noise. The resurts were similar to those

obtained with ot.her species: student.s who had received prior
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training with inescapable noise showed reduced performance of the

requisite escape/avoidance response in the shuttle box test
compared to students receiving prior exposure to cont.ingent noise

or no noise. In addition t.o impaired problem-solving and

increased passivity (Se1igman, L975), uncontrol participant.s

experienced mood changes,. such as increased anxiety. hostility,
and depression (Gatchel-, Paulus, & Maples, I975; Mi11er &

Seligrman , Lg't3, L975') , increased psychophysiological and

subjective indices of pain and dist.ress (Mil1er, 1,979; Thompson,

L98L), and increased suscept.ibility to disease and unhappiness in
the elderly (Langer & Rodin, L976; Rodin & Langer, L9771 .

Selicrman measure of actual control. The above studies

examined differences between participant.s given 1002 cont.rol and

t.hose given 08 contror, but serigrman (1975) indicaces that a

control continuum between 1-008 and 0t exists. ,Jenkins and Ward

(1965) extended the concept of control/uncontrol to include the

deqree of control. Their computation, Iater called the

difference metric (Alloy & Abramson, L9791, calcurated the

difference between the probability of a desired outcome given one

response (e.g., butt.on press) and the probability of that same

outcome given another response (e.g., button nopress) . peterson

et al. (1-993 ) writ.e:

the greater t,he difference between the two probabilities,
the greaEer t.he degrree of control. When the two
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probabiricies are equar for some response, the reinforcer

[out.come] is not dependent on that response (p. 2L) .

For example, a l-00-0 contingency represents 100å difference
metric cont.rol, while a i-00-100 contingency represenLs 08

difference metric control-. However, contingencies such as

l-00-25, 100-50, and 100-75 can exist wit.h difference met,ric

values of '75eo, 50å, and 252, respect.ively. Peterson et aI.
(1993) assumed that the organism "somehow assesses concinìgency by

computing such ratios and comparing their difference" (p. 39).

Àccording to Àbramson and Alloy (i-98i.), ,Jenkins and Ward (1965)

chose this metric because it, was a simple approximaE.ion Eo trhe

phi coefficient st.atistic and it, facilitated comparison of
results with the results of prior invest.igations (e.g-, Ward a

jenkins, 19 65 ) . , rn fact., Tang and Crit.elli ( 1990, p . 72Ll say

the absolute difference between t.hese two conditional
probabilities provided a close aBproxi¡ration tro the acgual

degree of cont,ingency, and as tras become standard pracLice

in judgment. of control studies, this difference served as

the index of actual control-
The difference met.ric has tlpicalry been used in crinicär

sE.udies comparing Ehe accurac:¡ of percepE.ions of cont,rol beEween

depressed and nondepressed persons- For inst,ance, AIIoy and

Àbramson (L979, Experiment, 1) showed t,haE part.icipanLs wiCh

758 difference metric cont.rol felt more cont,rol than part.icipanE.s

with either 508 or 25'ø d.ífference met.ric control- Modified
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replicat.ions of their invest.igation suggests tbrat participants,
perceptions of control are sensitive to the manipulation of the

conditional probabilit.ies (Alloy & Abramson, 1-982; AIIoy,

Abramson, & Kossman, l-985, ExperimenL 3¡ AIIoy, Abramson, &

Viscusi, 1981; Benassi & Mahler, 1-985, Experiments l- & 2¡ Dresel.

L984; Mart.in, Abramson, & Alloy, L984; Tang ç Crit.elli, 1990;

Vé.zquez, L987 , Experiments 1-, 2, & 3 ) .

Chall-enqes t.o Sel-icrman's concept of control. Receni animat

research has suggest.ed t.hat. seÌigrman's model of contror is
confounded with anoLher concept,, predicLabiliEy. Investigations
by Jackson and Minor (1988), Maier and Keith (1997), Mineka,

Cook, and MiÌIer (L9841, and Volpicelti, Ulm, and Altenor (1994)

indicat.ed that subject fear (i-e., helplessness or a tack of
perceived cont.rol) was affected no more by cont.rol
(i.e., escaping an electric shock) t.han by pred.ict,ion

--(r.e., knowing thaE. the ouE,come was either a shock or no-shock).

Roserlini and corleagues (i.e., Decola, Roserrini, & warren,

1-988; Rosellini, DeCoIa, & Warren, l_996; Rosellini, Warren, &

DeCola, L987 ) showed that providing quþjects with feedback of
performance (i.e., shock or noshock) following each training,
triar significant.ly reduced subject fear of shock. They

concluded t,hat helplessness could be at.t.ribut.ed either to t.he

cont.rollability of the shock (Maier & Seligrman, Lg76; Seligrman,

L975) or to the predicE,ability of t.he shock-free periods, which
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suggests that Seligman,s concept of control incorporates the
concept of prediction (Matute, ]-994) .

seligman defines predict.ability as the dependence of an

oulcome on a signal (L975, p. 116) " For example, the destinat.ion
of a down-bound elevator would be predictable if its direction
was indicated, perhaps by an illuminated d.own-arrow. However,

the destination would not be predictable if when a down arrow was

rit, an elevaLor proceeded sometimes in an upward, direct.ion and

sometimes in a downward direction- Seligman would not disasree
fh:l- nrorlini-i6n and cont.rol are confounded: in f¡r-i- sc'ì irrm:nv! vs!e u¡ru vvrru! vr q! ç uurrr\JLlrlL^vs I !uv u , vv¿f y¿rrerr

argues that. the concept of cont.rol- must invorve predictron
because "these two variables are very hard. to separaLe; for when

control is present, prediction is as well_, (L975, p. t24) . More

recently, Peterson eL al. (1993) indicate that ,'there mav be manv

potent.ial- interactions between control- and prediction, and thev
will not be easy t.o separate" (p. 5g)

seligman assumes that, ât least in nature, prediction and

cont.ror can combine in three ways: (a) prediction-contror
(e.9., a post-cloud-seeding downpour), (b) prediction-uncontrol
(e.9., a forecasted heatwave), and (c) unpredicLion-uncontrol
(e.9., a surprise snowstorm). Traditionally, it has been assumed

t.hat (d) unprediction-cont.ro1 cannot. exist (so no example would

be concepLual-izabl-e) . That. is, t.he forecastability of an event
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musL be inherenL in the ability to influence that event.

Seligman (1975, p. 111) indicates that. when an organism:

can control an event. by a response he can also use the

feedback from the response to predict t.he event. The

reverse is not. always true, however: if he can predict. an

event, he may noL be abl-e to cont.rol it.
Nickel_s (1980) contends, however, Lhat. through their

actions, people may exercise control- over an unpreaictaUfe evenL

and recognize t.hese actions to be control. Returning to the

erevat.or exampre, serigman assumes t,hat. cont.ror is onrv present

if you have predictability of Ehe out,come (i.e., knowledge of
which button leads to which dest.ination) before cont.ror is
exercised- This works well if the unlabelled buttons are

positioned vertically (top=¿p; bottom=down), but. not. if
positioned side-by-side. Pressing either button in the ratter
case will bring an elevator bound in some direct,ion, but no one"

would know in which direct,ion, either down (desired) or up

(undesired). Sti1l, regardless of the elevat,or dest.ination, t.he

button presser would have completely determined (controlled) by

bl-ind selection the direct.ion of t,he erevator,s destination.
Nickel-s admits that it, is often difficurt to irlustrat.e

everyday sit.uations of predicE.ionless control, simply because, as

serigrman (1975) indicat.es, people prefer to live and work in
predict.ive sit.uations. Badia and Culbertson (L972) found a
majority of subjects chose lonqer siginalled shock over shorter
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unsignalled shock. Moreover, ÀverilI and Rosenn (L972) found

that 75eø of subjects who coul-d avoid medium- or high-intensity
shock preferred t.o listen for a warning signal, and showed less

psychophysiological sLress through gal-vanic skin response and

heart raLe measures than subjects who chose not to list.en for a

warning signal

Although the debate conLinues on the possible seÞaration of
predictability and controllabili-ty, it has been shown t.hat. if not

properJ-y accounted for, predictability and control-l_ability can

confound one another and conLaminate t.he results of a study

(Averill , 1973; Burger & Arkin, 1-980; Geer & Maisel , 1-97L¡

Hokanson et a1., L97L; Staub, Tursþr, & Schvrartz, 197L,

Experiment 2¡ Wortman, 1-975) - Therefore, investigat.ions based on

Seligrman's conceptualizat.ion of control that show higrh ratings of
cont.rorlabirity may be a resurt of t.he predictability element,

the controllability element, or some combinaEion of Ehe two.

Nickels' Reconceptualization of Control

whire serigman's view of control confounds control with
prediction, Nickels (1980) reconceptualizes prediction and

control as independent concepts thereby isolating their sepaiate

effect.s. According t.o Nickels, control denot,es the exercise of
making "an impacL on an event, regardless of whether or noE the
individual can anticipat.e the event"; pred.iction denotes the

"ant.icipation of an event t.hrough t.he availability of relevant
informat.ion abouL an evenL, regiardless of whether or not the
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individual affects this evenL,, (l-980, p. 4) - For instance, you

would have control without prediction if you wanted a down-bound

elevator and pressed one of two but.t.ons placed side-by-side (one

for down and the other for up, but you do not know which but.ton

corresponds to which direct.ion) . Converse]-y, you would have

prediction without cont.rol if you knew which butt.on gave you

which elevator destination, but someone el-se pressed a button for
t.he destination they wanLed.

Nickels would expect. that. part.icipants who know their choice

has an impact on their outcome (control) should feel more control

than participants who know their choice has no impact

(uncont.rol). In a two-experiment sLudy, Nickels, Cramer. and

Gural- (1992) found that regardJ-ess of predictability,
part.icipants given cont.rol- cues (100? impact) report.ed higher

perceived cont.rol, influence, responsibitity, and credit/blame

than part,icipants given no cont,rol cr¡es (08 impact). In
addition, Nickels and Cramer (1993) manipulated actual- cont.rol by

providing participant.s wiLh either two different-coloured pencils

(one red pencil and one blue pencil, i.e., cont.rol_) or Lwo

same-coloured pencils (two red or two blue pencils, i.e.,
uncontrol). Result.s indicated that participants given the choice

between one red pencil and one blue pencil perceived more control
and responsibirity than part.icipant.s given the choice between

either two red pencils or Lwo blue pencils. That is, perceived

controllability was affected by act.ual control al-one, and not by
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outcome predictability (i.e., knowinq after pencil sel-ection but

before the dependent measures quest.ionnaire what colour led t.o

what outcome) or their interaction-
Reconceptualized measure of act.ual control- Nickels (1980)

maintains that the difference metric represents noL a measure of
act.ual cont.rol- but the difference in gett.ing a success by

consistent.J-y exercising one response rather than another. Thab

is, in a 75-50 contingency sit.uation, there is a 252 nr"Jr"t
l-ikerihood of obt.aíning success from one response versus an

arternative response. when the difference is zero, or raEher,

when neither option is more advantageous to the aLtainment of the

desired ouLcome (e.9., 1-00-1-00 , 75-75, 50-50, or 25-25} , then

outcome and response are considered to be noncontingently

re1at.ed.

According to Nickels' def init.ion, actual control is bett.er

represented by a make-a-difference metric, or the percentage of
t.rials on which the choice of one option result.s in a different
ouLcome than the choice of an alternat.ive option- For insLance,

if on a given trial, the same desired outcome (success) occurs

regardress of whether or not one gives either a button pr"rj'ot
nopress, t.hen a successful outcome wiII be received on t,hat. trial
regardless of t.he option chosen; that is, nothing the participant
can do will change the outcome of the trial (i.e., 0å control).

As taken from Nickels (1980), Figure 1 represent.s Ehe three
possible forms acL.ual control- can take in AJ-loy and .Abramson,s
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Method #1- Method #2 Merhod #3

L-Press / R-Press' L-Press / R-Press L-Press / R-Press

down----down down----down down----uo

down----down down----up down----up

Trial- 1-

Tria1 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Difference

Metric

Control

up----up

up----up

0u

up----down up----down

up----up up----down

08 03

Make-a-

Difference 0?

Metric

Control

50? 1_00%

Fiqure l-. Comparison of Lwo control measures across different.
met.hods of obtaininq a 50-50 (0å) Seligrman metric-
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simple 50-50 difference metric. Each diagram shows Lrow t.he

depression of a left or right buLLon (L-Press or R-Press) in four
mut.ually excrusive trial-s could bring eicher a down- or up-bound

elevator (e.9., for Trial 2 in Met.hod #3, pressing the left
button would bring a down-bound elevator; pressing the right
but.t.on an up-bound eleva.tor) . The success level is consistent

across all t.hree methods (i.e., 50-50, or a 50å probabiJ-ity of
the desired out.come given a left or right button press), and

Alloy and Abramson interpret this t.o mean all t.hree cases

represent 08 cont.rol-. However, the degree of act.ual cont,rol

defined as outcome-influence in each method can vary considerably

depending on the paired sequences of reinforcemenL- According t.o

Nickels (1980),, in any given block of four triars, Method #l- has

no inst.ance whereby the outcome can be arterËd by an action
(08 act,uar cont,ror) - r\¡vo of E.he four trials in Method #2 offer
cont,ror of Ehe outcome ltgj actuar contror), whire arr of the

four t,rials in Method #3 offer control over the ouE.come

(1008 actual conLrol).

Several studies trave examined the effects of manipulat.ing

Nickels' make-a-difference metric conE.ro1 while keeping :

seligrman's difference metric contror conseant at zero- For

instance, GuLLormson (1984) varied the degree of cont.rol-

participant.s trad over the mat.ching of retters to a preset.

patt.ern. In a l-6-letter pattern, control was based on the number

of trials (eit.her 4. B, or t2) on which participant.s $¡ere able to
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alter Lhe outcome from one of Lwo possibl-e responses. Guttormson

found that "the higher the level of real- lactual] control, t.he

higher the leveÌ of perceived control-" (p. 30) .

Furthermore, Cramer and Nickels (l.994) found that. both

depressives and nondepressives who det.ermined approximately half
of the trial outcomes (i.e., 52?' make-a-difference metric)

perceived more contro1 Lhan participants who determined none of

t.he trial outcomes (i.e. , 0Z make-a-dif ference metric) . FinaIJ-y,

Cramer, Nickels, and Gural (1994) and Nickels, GuraJ-, and Cramer

(1993) used four levels of make-a-difference metric control (08,

252, 50å, and 75å) and found that participants given no

opportunity to change the final ouL,come (0? act.ual cont.rol) felt.
more heJ-pless qnd Ìess control than'part.icipants given any amount

of cont.rol- above 03. That. is, part.icipanLs with some control

felL they had greater influence over the overall out.come than

participants wich no control.

Present Studv and Hvpotheses

Investigations of Seligrman's difference metric have neither

controlled nor specified the make-a-difference metric, so past

research has been unable to address the contribution of this
variable to participants' control ratings. Moreover, Cramer et,

al. (1994) concluded that. since investigaEions of Nickels,

make-a-difference metric have tlpically held Seligman,s

difference metric at zero, it remains to be tesLed whet.her

Nickers' meLric is as efficient at nonzero difference metric
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val-ues. More grenerally, it is of interest to determine which of
t.he two metrics represent.s a bet.ter measure of actual- control -

Indeed, Peterson et. al. (1993) write that.:

we had no good reason for choosing t.he lmetric] that we did.
We simply wished t.o argue for the importance of contingenry

in general terms, arid v¡e suggested t.he metric that seemed

most obvious - But the [organism] could be using any of a

number of comput.ations, and they embody different. theories.
The obvious solution would be t.o manipulate some parameter

and det.ermine which met.ric best predicts the behaviour Ehae

results from the manipulation' (pp. 39-40) -

The present study advanced Lhree hypotheses- If Seligman,s

measure of act.ual- control ( i. e. , dif f erence met.ric; DM) is
useful,, t.hen (1) participants perceiving an equal likelihood of
success from al-1 response__options (i.e., difference metric values

of zerol will report more perceived helplessness and l-ess control
than participants with an unequal likelihood of success from all
response opLions (i.e., dif ference metric value greaL.er than

zero). If Nickels' measure of actual control
(i.e., make-a-difference metric; ¡,fDM) is useful, then 

: '

(21 participants perceiving they have no impact on their finar
outcome (i.e., make-a-difference metric varues of zero) wirl
report. more perceived herplessness and ress cont.rol- Ehan

participants who have some impact over the finar outcome

(i.e., make-a-difference metric values greater than zero) - whire
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no interaction between the two metrics is anticipat.ed, it is

expected t.hat. (3) Nickels' meLric wiII be a more sensitive

measure of participant.s' perceived control- than Seligrnan's

metric.

Method

Part.icipants

There were 117 male and l-75 female UniversiLy of tutanitoba

Introductory PsychoJ-ogry student.s who participated in t.he st.udy

for course credit. Part.icipants were noL selected on the basis

of demographic variables, such as race or socioeconomic status.

However, due to a failure to correct,Iy answer questions about the

experiment.al manipuÌations , 45 males and 58 females v¡ere excluded

from analysis, leaving 1-89 participants in the reduced.sample.

Thre average age of this sample was 19.80 years (S.D -=3.74l' -

Overview

Participants were told they ,n.tà participating in two

independent studies: The first. st,udy involved a 24-question Eest

each with two options (A or g) , but wit.h Ehe actual- wording of

t.he questions omitted. One option had 0, 6, or l-8 more correct

answers Ehan the other option. Moreover, 0, 6, or l-8 of t]ne 24

guestions had different ouEcomes (i.e., only one correcE answer),

while the remaining questions had t.he same ouLcomes (either zero

or two correcL answers). Participants selected one of t.he two

options for each of 24 questions and then completed t.he dependent
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measures questionnaire. Part.icipants immediately engiaged in the

second study which involved performing a motor task for 1 minute.

Materials

ParticipanLs received a J-arge packet containing (a) an

instruction booklet, (b) a sealed envelope containing a test
answer key, and (c) several blank IBM answer sheets. The

instruction booklet (see appendix A) contained a sampJ-e of the

answer key, the experimental manipulations, the 24-question test
sheet, and the dependent measures questionnaire.

Independent. and Dependent Variables

To t.esL the three hypotheses, t.he study used a compleEely

randomized 3 (difference met.ric actual control) x 3

(make-a-differepce metric act.ual control) between-subjects fixed
factorial- design- The first independent. variabJ-e, difference
metric cont.rol, was operaE.ionally defined as the success

differentiar between the two options. participant.s were tord
whether one opt.ion had 0, 6, or l-8 more correct. ansvJers

(i.e., 02, 252, or 75% DM, respectively) than the other option
(although part.icipant.s did not. know which option had more) .

The second independ.ent. variable, make-a-difference contiol,
was operationally defined as the number of questions with only
1- correcL anshrer. Part.icipant,s were tord whet.her for 0, 6, or l_g

questions (i.e. , 02, 252, or 75% MDM, respect.ively) , they

compl-etely det.ermined whet.her or not they got. the correct ansv¡er.

The remaj¡íng 24, l-8, or 6 questions had eit.her zero or cwo
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correct answers in which participants knew they did not det.ermine

whether or not they got the correct answer. Part.icipant.s did not

know whether these "make-no-difference" questions had zero or two

correct answers-

T\¡¡o of t.he experimental g:roups (namely DM=25?/MDM=0* and

DM=758IMDM=08) were presênt.ed confl-icting informat.ion. Atthough

these participants knew that both options were identical- for each

question (MDM=O?), they also knew that one option had more

correct anshters (eiCher DM=25? or 75%) t.han t.he other option.

However, it is unlikely Lhat part.icipanLs coul-d appreciat.e this
conflict. through simple mental arithmetic, and as a result, the

two groups were included. Moreover, while t.he three hypotheses

v/ere testable through the manipulation of the difference and

make-a-difference metrics, the present st.udy included t.hree ot.her

variabres in the anaryses: (1-) QuesEionnaire T\pe (i.e., order of
presenE.at.ion of the first. two quesEions), (2') Sex of participant,

and (3) Lect,ure SecEion from which Ehe data were collected.
On t.he dependent measures quest.ionnaire, part.icipant,s

indicat.ed their perceived contror, responsibility, influence..

opportunity, credit or blame, helplessness, hopelessness,

dissatisfaction, sadness, failure, depression, success,

happiness, pleasure, luck, satisfaction, and predict.ability,
cerLainLy, and knowledge of the question outcome on 1-? point
Likert scares. The questíonnaire arso assessed the forlowing

other variables and manipulat.ion checks: The number of
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controll-able trials (0-24), the nunber of questions with
different outcomes, the difference in the number of correct
answers between the two options, the number of correcL answers

attainable by consist.ently select.ing the first. opt.ion, the number

of correcL answers attainable by consist.ently selecting the

second opt.ion, and the t.o.t.al number of correct answers t.hey

believed they got.

Experimental- Controls

The study employed t.hree experiment.al controls. To begin,

all participants were given the opportunity to activery choose

either option for each of t'l;re 24 questions, which eliminated the

possibility of an illusion of conL.rol through differenLial_

effects of active involvement and choice on participants,
perceptions of control (Langer, ]-g75) . Moreover, participants
were run simult.aneously in large cl-assroom set.tings, which

reduced t.he cpportunity for participant.s to tell one another

about. t.he experiment.al det.ails (Nickels & Cramer , !993 ) .

Finally, participant.s were given no predictability of each

question's outcome or the tot.al number of correct answers t.hey

earned (their total test score) until after t.he experiment was

over. This final control- was incruded for two reasons: rt.

permitted the measure of pure cont.rol for each met.ric without
cont.amination from predictive informaLion, and it permitted the

investigat.ion of difference met.ric and make-a-difference metric
values which have been tradit.ionally impossible to examine
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(e.9., DM=75% and MDM=O%) . Through randomizat.ion, t.he ef fects of
several- personaÌity variables, including desire for control
(Burger, 1992; Burqer & Cooper, 1-979) , explanat.ory style
(Peterson & Vill-anova, 1988), and locus of control (Rotter,

1-966l, , were minimized.

Desiqn and Procedure

six sessions of the experiment were conduct.ed in a large

cl-assroom. Each participant. received a large packet contâining
several- IBM answer sheets, âÍI envelope containing an answer key,

and an instruct.ion booklet.. Participants were told (see

Experimenter's Instructions, Appendix B) they were t.aking part in
two studies: The f irst study investigrat.ed a new format of
multiple choice test., in which test questions coul-d have one,

two, or no correct ansv\¡ers; the second study investigat.ed the

speed at which people could perform a motor task, by brackening

bubbl-es on several- IBM answer sheets.

The experimenter described t.he propert.ies of the mu]tiple
choice test: (a) the test questions were removed to simulate a

student unprepared for a t.est, and (b) a t.est. question coul_d have

0, 1-, or 2 correct ans\^/ers. participant.s were told that. insi.de

their packet. was a sealed envelope which contained. the test.
answer key. At. the conclusion of bot.h studies, participants
would be permitted to compare Lheir test sheet. to the key to
determine their t.otaI test. score (totar number of correct
answers). Because of the number of students in the crass,
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participants knew that at the end of the study, their total- score

woul-d be verified by the experiment.er as they were asked to leave

in order of test score magnitude. That is, parLicipants with
higher test scores would leave t.he experiment sooner t.han

participanLs with l-ower t.est scores.

Instruction booklet.. Participant.s were inst.ructed to remove

the booklet. f rom the large envelope and t.urn Lo pagre 2, which

showed a sample of the answer key. Each participants, goâl was

to select. either option A or B for each of 24 questions in order

t.o get as many of the questions correct. The experimenter

described the four possible locations of a correct, answer, âs

shown on paqe 2 of each participants' instruct.ion booklet.
Participants v/ere shown that Sample Questions 1 and 2 represented

instances when the answer key had only l- correct answer. That

is, the choice of A or B made a difference in whether or not
participants got the correcL. answer. Part.icipants were arso

shown that for Sample Questions 3 and 4, there were either zero

or two correct answers on the answer key. For these questions,

t.heir choice of A or B made no difference in whether or not t.hey

got the correcL answer, but. they shoul-d st.ill serect eittrer ê, or
B, since not. answering would count against them.

Participants were instructed to turn to page 3 and read the

instruct.ions to themselves, which outlined two important. aspects

of t.he answer key: (1) the difference in t.he number of correct
answers they could get. by consLantly selecting one t.he options
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rather than the other option (because participants did not know

which option g'ave more correct answers, they were told to try an

equal sel-ect.ion of both options); and (2) the number of questions

on which their choice of opt.ion A or B made a difference in
whether or not they got the correct answer (i.e., only one

correct. answer) . Participant.s knew when a quest.ion had one or

not-one (i.e., zero or two) correct answer, because this conveyed

control information; they were not, however, given informatj-on

which ident.ified which quest.ions had zero and which had two

correct answers, since this conveyed prediction information.

Participants continued to page 4, trine 2|-question test.

sheet. They were reminded of the difference between the number

of correct answers between the two options (i.e., Seligman

control) and \^¡ere tol-d to circle one option (A or B) for each of
the 24 questions. Beside each quest.ion was indicated whether the

part.icipant.s' choice of-.:ption made a dif ference or made NO

difference. Finally, participants were asked t.o count the number

of make-a-difference quest.ions (i.e., Nickels, control) .

Dependent measures guestionnaire. participants t.hen

completed the questionnaire on pages 5 through 7, assessing their
perceived control, responsibilíty, influence, opportunity, credit
or blame, herplessness, hopelessness, dissat.isfact.ion, sadness,

failure, depression, success, happiness, pleasure, 1uck,

satisfaction, and predictability, certainty, and knowledge of the
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question outcome using 7 point (I-7 ) Likert scafes; and number of

controllable triafs usinq a 0-24 point fill-ín-the-blank format -

Post-experiment.al guestionnaire. Page 8 of the booklet

asked participants to provide additional- informaLion regarding

t.heir perceptions duringr the experiment, incl-uding any purpose to
the experiment they may have derived, an out.Iine of what t.hey

were asked to do, and an outline of any suspicions they may have

had that. t.he experimenL was not genuinely interested in what it
purported to st.udy.

Bubble-fil-1inq task. Participant.s rn,rere then t.ol-d to
(a) place the instruct.ion booklet inside the packet, (b) remove

the fBM sheets and the seal-ed envelope from the packet (but not

to open the envelope) and (c) return the packet under their
seats. Part.icipänts would be able t.o examíne the answer key t.o

determine t.heir score aft.er they completed the second experiment.,

involving the-hl ackening of IBM ans\nrer sheet bubbles.

Participant.s were told to blacken as quickly as possible each

bubble on the ansv/er sheet., question by question. They knew that.

computer-scoringi would not count. a part.ially blackened bubble and

would count stray marks against them- They went on to a new.

answer sheet once they had complet.ely fitled a sheet. After
1 minute of blackening bubbles, participants were told that the

experiment was over and there would be no further bubble-fillingr
sessions, and they were debriefed. They were allowed to open the
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qo:larl ôn\/ôl^Ðe to determine how fherz rarog]fl have done if the¡v r¿vvv uttuj vv\_/

exnerimonf harf COntinued.

Results

Two manj-pulation checks were incl-uded as screeninq items in
the questionnaire: (Q.2I) "On how many of the 24 quest.ions did
your choice of A or B make a difference in whether or nor vou qot

the correct answer?"; and (e.22) "How many more correct answers

woul-d you get by constantly selecting one option (either A or B)

rather than the oLher opt.ion?" of the 2g2 participants, 45 males

and 58 femafes (35.3U) answered one or both of these questions

incorrectly. Thirty-three of these part.icipants indicated in
their post-experimental_ questionnaire they were confused about.

the instruct.ions. The remaining quest.ionnaires indicat.ed neither
confusion during'the experiment nor suspicion regarding the
ovnar'i ma¡È='l y'lìrrnôqê Ror..1ggg thiS att.fitiOn wâS eaflliwal ent lrz|./ull/vrç . uçuquÐç LIIJÞ o.L Ll _y*_

dist.ributed across both cont.rol metrics (Z=-!.7L, g<. 05; Rog:ers,

Hov'rard, & vessey, 1-993), it was not judged t.o invalidate t.he

experimental- results or conclusions.

Six of the remaining 1-89 questionnaires contained missinq

val-ues for one or more of t.he f ol-l-owing d.epend.ent. variables: 
l

Motor speed, the tot.al nrunber of correct answers, and/or the
number of correct answers to be attained by constantly select.ing
option-A and by const.antly selecting Option-8. These values were

estimat.ed by regressing the missing value wich the variabl_e of
the highest absolute correlation (see Tabachnik ç ¡'idel_1, j_9g9) .
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This procedure resulted in 189 complet.e questionnaires, with

B mal-es and l-3 f emales in each of the 9 groups.

Fact.or Analvsis

Table 1 shows the int.ercorrelations, means, and standard

deviations of ilne 24 dependent variables. The empirical

simil-arity among the dependent measures was assessed t.hrough a

principal- iterat.ed factor analysis with both orthogonal

(i.e., varimax) and oblique (i.e., promax) rotat.ions and initiat
communality estimates derived from the squared mult.iple

correlations. Cat.t.ell-'s scree eigenvalue plot (CaLLell , L966) ,

Kaiser's unity crit.erion (Kaiser, 3-970), and t.he residual

correlation matrix (CIiff, 19BB; Zwi-ck & Velicer, 1-986) suggested

t.he presence of one independent. and four correlated facLors

accounting f or g2e" of the total f act.or space. Table 2 shows the

factor intercorrelation matrix and t.he factor-variabl-e

correlations. While the !j .s¡ four factors h¡ere med.erately

correlated with one anoLher (r>.39), all- factor correlaLions with
the fifth factor did not exceed t.08 (e>.05) .

Factor 1 (Controllability) . This fact.or accounted for 51_.l_%

of the factor space and was composed of Perceived Control (I,7),

Responsibility, Credit./Blame, Opportunity, Influence,

Cont.rol (0-24), Success, and lack of Helplessness; it. was

designated a Controllability Factor.

Fact.or 2 (Predictabilitv) - Explaining L3.42 of the Lotal
variabil-ity of scores, t.his factor was composed of 5 variables:



,t'â rl ¡ â |

DependenE Variable

1. ConErol ( 1-7 ) 37

Á Pecnnnei hi I i r,' r 00

7. Influence

11. credit/Blarne
1q ôÃñ^FF,'hiFtr

? Hoìnl

3. Success

20. conErol (0-24)

9. KnowLedge

5. Predict

17, certain
A H¡na l aeen¿cc

14. Luck

18. Pleased

13. Happy

10. Sat is f ied

17. I'fotor speed

tv. sao

16. Dissatisfied

12, Depressed

4. Failure

24 . Select -A

25. sel-ect-B

26. llumber CorrecE

11

29

58

r00

ff,

28

>¿

49

100

20 - 4't 31

55 -38 44

oo -tt JU

64 -34 40

100 -30 22

100 -38

100

20

31 15 9

2'l 24 34

33 25 34

52 41 32

49 31 37

-¿o -¿! -40

L7 27 29

100 34 20

100 12

l.00

T7

20 -19 -19

{r -¿L -¿ó

30 -29 -74

55 -21.^ -42

44 -30 -18

-30 44 17

Jf -J+ -¿O

39 -10 -25

77 -49 -50

63 -49 -37

100 -38 -46

100 -34

100

L4 18

6L22
26 37 23

40 42 33

qo )t ¿t

40 43 35

-L4 -18 -9

27 31 31

27 L7 12

35 36 28

25 40 2't

41 44 30

- 15 -28 -2'1

-¿¿ -¿r -o

100 7L 38

100 4'1

100

Note. Correlation decimals have been

variables are sorted accordinq t.o t.he

l0 77 19

- 1 r'l 11 7't

6403455
916128
l. 30 2'l 45

10 28 24 4I

10 -20 -9 -24

-7 22 18 26

74 L7 18 26

-4 22 18 32

-I ¿J ¿I J5

-2 36 2't 45

lz -t -IJ -lv

13 -10 -1 -20

3152020
3252340

15 4 1 13

100 -5 -1 10

100 56 68

100 53

100

24

-v fr tt ¿5

J¿ / Þ U

I1274L4
1s -9 -4 13

142422
13 -1 -7 -15

11 9 18 17

72025
,4 0 -3 7

IO IJ -¿ I

Lt -) -ru I

-r -¿v -f, -9

3 -5 -4 15

10 10 16 L6

0 7 18 4

r -t ! rz

26 4 13 0

27006
L] 21,73

100 -5 -1.6 -r9

r.0 0 52 27

100 23

100

25 Mean

2.7r L.94

SD

2.86 1.98

3 .06 7 .91

remô\rerl: si cfnif iCant!v¡rrvvvsre*J^L¿

f ar-tôr ãna I wsls .

2.4L r.84

3.02 3..92

5.19 1.91

2.89 L .64

5.87 't .27

2.65 t ,97

1 1' 1 0?

¿.Jö T.I\

4 ,49 2 .02

5.34 2.0L

2.89 t .'19

2.50 1.8't

3.67 1.96

54.52 19 .31

2.06 1.45

z. ) \ I . oö

J-79 L.4'Ì

3 .23 1. 83

11.08 5.15

11.50 5.43

11.45 4.80

rf r>x1-4 (df=187, p<.05) ;
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Tab1e 2

Intercorrelations and Loadinqs of Oblicrue Factors

Factor

or Dependent

Variable

Factor Correl-ations / Loadinqs

'F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Factor

Factor

Factor

Factor

Factor

1

2

3

4

5

1.00

.39

.44

-42

.03

6.30

5l_ - l_3

r-00

-47

.47

--08

1, .69

L3.4e.

1_-00

-42

-.08

L -27

l_0 - 3u

r-.00

-.06

1-t_5

9 -42

EiqenvaJ-ue

Variance

1.00

0.92

7 -42

Cont,rol (1-7)

Responsibility

Credit./BIame

O¡lportunity

Influence

Control (0-241

Success

-7 4*

-6'l*

.64*

.62*

.61*

.53*

-49*

.29

.27

.46

.36

.30

.26

-40

.1_9

.35

.64

-70

.59

-42

.29

.26

.49

-49

.33

-27

-24

-34

.15

-04

- -26

-.09

.08

-. i_5

-l-7

cont.inued on next page
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Helplessness

Knowledge

Certain

Predict.

Hopelessness

Luck

Happy

Pleased

Satisfied

Mot.or Speed

Sad

Depressed

Dissat.isf ied

Failure

Select.-A

SeIect.-B

Number Correct

- -6'7 *

.32

-43

-29

- -37

--30

-29

-26

.14

.03

-32

-44

-L6

.03

- i_1_

. l_1_

-24

-.31-

. B6*

.7 g*

-7'7 *

--63*

-.57*

-45

.36

.25

-.15

.38

.34

.22

-06

-.04

.05

.00

--l-9

-50

-58

-44

- -25

- -¿+

- -24

-42

.58

.45

- -20

- -23

.38

-30

.09

-.02

- -12

-. l-3

-.23

--01

-.L7

-¿ö

.13

- -L2

-I7

-02

.01-

-02

--03

-.L7

-7 4*

-72*

- 50*

.L7 *

.22

-42

.20

-.01-

.08

.00

-20

.7 2*

.70*

.54*

.22*

-05

.01-

.02

-7 0*

.63*

.29*

Note. N=189; * theoret.ical- fact.or loadings.
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Perceived Knowledge, CerLainty, prediction, and a fack of
Hopelessness and Luck; it was designated a Predictability Factor.

Factor 3 (Satisfact.ion) . This f actor explained j-0.3? of the

total variability and was composed of Happiness, satisfaction,
Pl-eased, and Motor speed; it was designat.ed a satisfaction and

Perf ormance Fact.or.

Factor 4 (Dissat.isfaction) Account.ing for 9.42 of the

totaf fact.or space, this Dissatisfaction Factor was composed of
sadness, Depression, Dissatisfaction, and perceived Fairure.

Factor 5 (MuIt.iple-Choice Test) . This factor explained, 7 .42

of the variability and was composed of three varíabl-es: (1) The

number of correct answers part.icipants thought they got, (2) the
nllml^lar l- lrorz l- hntlrrhl- i- lrar¡ rrz^rrl rl ñôt- 'i f +- lra-' nnn¡È=¡È'1 -.rrurLUU! urrçJ urrvu:r¡¡u Lr¡uJ vvvuru ¡¿UU r! urrçJ uvrrÐLorrL--Ly SeleCt.ed

option-A, and (3) the number they thought they would get if they

const.antly serect.ed option-B; it was designated a Test Factor.
Mul-tivariat.e and Univariate Analv_so.

The factor analysis denoted five dependent-variable packages

which were separately analyzed using a robust muftivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) to assess the effect.s of the
difference metric (DM) and make-a-difference met.ric (MDM)

Moreover, tv/o addit.ional variables were included in each

analysis: (1) Questionnaire TVpe (er), or the order of the first
two questions that participants received on the guestionnaire
(either the control--item or helpless-item present.ed first), and

(2) Sex of the participant. (See Tabl_es 3 t.hrough t2 for all
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Table 3

ifference Mult.ivariat

Means (Standard Deviations)

e St.ati

PACKÀGE

Dependent VariabÌe

(r)2r ¿1o

(SD)

l"r2 5

(SD) (€p I

CONTROL PACKAGE

Control- (1-7 )

Responsibility

Credit/Bl-ame

Opportunity

Influence

Control- (0-24)

Success

Helplessness

PREDICTION PACKAGE

Know

Cert.ain

Predict.

2 -37"

5.08-'

0 .61_

0-08

4.55-

2.67

0 .86

L.62

L.73

3 -21,"-

4.86--

1-.99

5.11.'

-1,2

.04

-04

- 1-9

.03

2 -29"

(1_-43)

2.56

2.29

3.46"

(2.Ll.1

3.27

4 -83

2.54

5 -32

2 -3'7b

(1- s6)

2 -06

2 . gl_r,

3 .1gb

(2.L4\

2.87

2.27

¿ -5lÙ."

(1.60)

2.98

6.05

3.29

4.76

2.35b

ü-.60 )

2 .1,9

2-91"

2 -30"

(L -77 )

2.75

2 -68

3 .03"r',

(L -94)

2.92

6 -73

2 -84

5 .37

3.22"

(2 -27 |

2.87

3 .73".04

conLinued on next page
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HopeJ-essness

Luck

SATISFACTTON PACKÀGE

Happy

Pleased

Sat.isf ied

Motor Speed

DISSATISFTN PACKÀ,GE

Sad

Depressed

Dissatisfied

Failure

TEST PACKAGE

Select-A

Sel-ect.-B

Number Correct

5.44.- .05

L -64

.06

(2.03)

4 -49

4 -52^

(2.3s)

2 -46

2.94

- 03 3 .41'

(1.90)

51- - l_0

.09

1.98

I.'75

2.13

5-5¿

.09

-04 9.'l_4"

(s .79 )

9.22"

(s.79)

1-0 .48

t -04

7 .23""

2 .46'

L .97

0 .58

4 -49'

3 .04

1, -73

2.40'

4.82"

L2

(1. s8 )

4 .38

5 . Bt_b

u_. s9 )

3 .1-1

2.78

3 .87"

(1.6s)

55-05

1,-78

2 -02

2.43

2 -75

12 - ogb

(4.7 6',)

L2 -7Lb

(4.1_6)

L2.09

(1-84)

4.59

5.70b

(r.77 |

2.78

2.9s

3.98"

(]_.90 )

57 -42

2.10

1,-62

2.30

3 .37

]-2.02b

(4.98)

12 - 55b

(s.s4)

Lt -78

Note. rdentical superscripts are not significantly different
n=63; * p<.05, *o .p<.01, *** p<.00i-.
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Table 4

-a-Differen : Mul-tiv

and Means (Standard Deviat.ions)

d Univaria

PACKAGE

Dependent Variable

0fF ¡{o

(sql (SD)

M__

(€o.l

CONTROL PACKÀGE

Control- (\-7')

Credit/BIame

Opportunity

Influence

Responsibility 7 .l_B'.' -06

2.3r-'

4.95.*

1_.31_

0.59

5.94-- 
_

4.l_B'

r -92"

(1_.48)

2 .09"

(1_.66)

2.L4'

2 -78

2 -4?"

( r. .71_ )

3.87"

(7.42',1

2.49"

(1.64)

5.46'

(2 .07',)

2.90"'

(1_.68)

2.94b

(1_.69)

2 .63

3.32

3 .44b

(1.8s)

6-ggb

(6.2s)

3 .08"

(1_.s9)

5.30.b

(1.43)

2.95b

(2.t[',)

3 . i-6b

(1.98)

¿ -40

2.95

3.30b

(1.93)

6.75b

(7.58)

3 .l-0'

(t.62)

4-6gb

(2.r_0)

.19

-04

.06

-03

-04

.03

Control (0-241

Success 4 .63_-

Helplessness 4 -28-

PREDICTION PACKAGE 1-.51_ .09

conLinued on next page
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Know

Certain

Predict

Hopelessness

Luck

SATTSFACTTON PACKAGE 0.72 .04

Pl-eased

Happy

Satisfied

Motor Speed

1_ .85

3 .1_8'-

2.1_3

0.94

8.96--.

.09

-L2

-07

¿- t>

2 -50

2 -98

4 .62

5.08

2-68

2.63

3.71

55.80

1--65

1_. 84

2.24

2 -60

1-0.65

1_1_.60

9 -87^

(s -441'

2 -43

2 -24

3 -22

4 .68

5.sl_

3.00

2 -89

3.68

49.7L

2 -'1,6

1- 81

2 -37

3 .48

11_.91_

1-2 -26

l_2 - g6b

(4.ss)

2-76

2 .49

3.L4

4.16

5.44

2.98

2.89

3.87

58.06

2 -05

L.73

2.25

3-3s

1-0 - 68

1_0.63

11-. 61b

(3.87)

DISSATISFTN PACKAGE

Sad 
r

Depressed

Dissatisfied

Failure

TEST PACKAGE

Select-A

SeIect-B

Number Correct

Note. rdentical- superscript.s are not significantly d.ifferent.
n=63 ; * p<. 05, ** p< - 01, *** p(. 00i_.
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Table 5

u 1rê

Means (Standard Deviations)

variat. riate S ICS A

PACKAGE

Dependent Variable

oJz Cont.rol-r HeIpless

M (Sl.l

(n=104 )

M . (SD)

(n=95 ¡

CONTROL PACKAGE

ConErol ( 1--7 )

Responsibility
.Credit/Blame,

Opportunity

Influence

Cont.roI (0-241

Success

Helplessness

PREDICTION PACKAGE

Know

Certain. 
.

Predict

Hopelessness

1.65

l-.57

.08

.05

2-44 (i--89)

2-44 (1_.69)

2 -47 (2.05)

2-97 (]_.96)

3 .1-B (2 .07 )

6.L6 (8.01_)

2-79 (1-.73)

s-20 (1-98)

2-s3 (1.84)

2.43 (1_.73)

3.1-l_ (1-.93)

4 - 63 (2 .0l.)

2-78 (]_.78)

3.07 (1.9s)

2.34 (1_.55)

3.07 (]--88)

2-9L (1_.61_)

s.s2 ( 6.13 )

3-01_ (1_.51_)

s.08 (1.84)

2.79 (i_.91)

2 -31_ (1- 69 )

3.1_3 (1_.80)

4 - 31_ (2 .03)

continued on next page
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Luck

SATISFCTION PACKAGE L.27 .03

Pleased

Happy

Sat.isf ied

Motor Speed

5.20 (2.L2) s.s2 (1_.86)

4 -73'-

4.04'

r-6 - 55-.-'

8 -77"

0-02

0.25

3.09 (1.81-)

2-77 (1.87)

3.89 (1_.84)

s4 . 53 (2L.57 )

1.Br- u-.1s)

]--46 (0.84)

2.04 (1_.34)

3.23 (1-.98)

12.02 (s.69)

1,2.55 (5-80)

1,t.7I (4.98 )

2.6s (1_.s2)

2-85 (1.64)

3.s9 (1.81-)

s4. s1 (16 .26)

2 -r3 ( 1_ .31_ )

2 -20 (L -7 4)

2 .s9 Ú_ .64 )

3.04 G_.41-)

1_0.6s (4.90)

i-1_.60 (4.97 )

9 .87 (4.57',)

DISSATISF PACKAGE

Sad

Depressed

Dissatisfied

Failure

TEST PACKÀ,GE

Select-A

SeIect.-B

Number Correct.

.11

.01-

-01

.03

.00

Not.e. * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001, **** p<.0001_.
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Table 6

tivaria Univaria ics and

Deviations )

PACKAGE

Dependent Variable

F ú)2 MaIes Females

M (sp.l

(n=117,

M - (S_Dl

1¡¡=7 2 )

CONTROL PACKÀGE

Control (1-7)

Responsibility

Credit/Blame ,

Opport.unity

Influence

Cont.rol- (0-24)

Success

HeJ-plessness

PREDICTION PACKAGE

Know

Certain

Predict.

Hopelessness

0-64 .03

0 .94 .03

2.67 (1_-70)

2-s't_ (1_-78)

2-28 (1-6s)

2 -82 (L .62)

2.94 (l_.85)

s-2L (6-10)

3 . 1_3 (L .7 A',)

s.07 (1.78)

2.8L (1-.70)

2.s7 (1-.55)

3 .22 G- .78 )

4. sB (]_.89)

2.55 (1.93)

2.85 (1.86)

2 -50 (1. 94 )

3.r4 (2.08)

3.13 (1.90)

6.28 (7 .821

2-74 (1.55)

s -20 (2 .00 )

3 .0s (1.97')

4-43 (i_.80)

2.26 (7.92)

s - r-9 (2 .1-1-)

continued on next Daqe
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Luck

SATTSFACTION PACKAGE 1-. 08

Pleased

Happy

Satis fied

Motor Speed

DISSATTSFTN PACKÀGE

s-60 c-.68) ?q? (2 .1_8 )

10

.03

-02

2.BT

2.78

3 .78

r -94

2.04

2.2r

2 -7r

r0 -32

r_1-.54

1t-. 03

(1_ -72)

(1.7s )

(2 -06].

(23.13)

(r -25)

(1_.6e)

ú_.43 )

('J. - 47 )

(4.36)

(4 -97')

(4 -7Ll

2.94

2.82

5 - t4

52.75

(1_.68)

c- .78 )

c_.68)

_(16.39)

Sad

Depressed

Dissatisfied

Failure

TEST PACKAGE

Sel-ect-A

SeIect-B

Number Correct

4.10-'

0 -27

5.1-9'

0.30

7 .7 4-'

2 -20

.03

-04

L.96

L.64

2.33

3 -4L

1_1- 55

tL -47

LL.7I

(r -22)

(1.1_0)

(]-.s4)

ú_ .8s )

(s.84)

(s -72)

(4.8s)

Note. * .p< - 05, ** -p<. 01
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Table 7

Differ
Univariate Statisticg ¡14d l4eans (Standard Deviations)

Make-a-Diff Itivaria

PACKAGE

Variabl-e

MDM Level

ú)2F Difference Metric Control

lto (sn¡ IL' (€Dl M^- lCnì:-:/ 5 \ yzt

CONTROL PACKAGE

PREDCTN PÀCKAGE

Know

O% MDM

253 MDM

752 MDM

Certain

Predict

Hopelessness

Luck

OU MDM

25? MDM

758 MDM

SATISF PACKAGE

DISSATSF PACKAGE

TEST PACKAGE

0 .84

2 -52"'
4.90-"

I.4L

L -52

1_. 03

2.52.

t -L7

r_.53

0 .97

.16

-28

.07

.03

.1-1_

.1-5

-07

4 -24 (2 - 43)

l_.9s(L.47)

3 .48 (2 -2s)

1-48(0.87)

2 -90 (L .7 6l

2 -7r (r.5s )

2 -s2 (1.94)

2.43U_.60)

2 -L0 (r -22)

3 .90 (2 .721

s.67(1.46)

4. 00 (2 .3s )

5.62(2.rL)

5 -71(L -s2)

6-1-0(1-.00)

s -71(2 .08 )

s.1_4(1_,.90)

6 .24 (]_.09 )

Note. n = 2I. * p<.05, *** Þ(-00i_-
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Tabl-e B

Difference Metric bv Ouestionnaire TVpe: MulLivariate and

Univariate Statistics and Means (Standard Deviations)

PACKÀGE

Variable

Questionnaire

F of Difference Metric Control

Mo (SO¡ ILs ( Sn) Mzs ( Sn)

CONTROL PACKÀGE 1.63 .16

PREDCTN PACKÀGE 2.05. .1.2

Know 0.87

Certain 0 - i-6

Predict 0.26

Hopelessness '' i_-42

Luck L.B2

çÃTrsF PACK_A,GE 1- - 65 - 08

DISSATSF PACKAGE 2.91-,- .1,4

Sad 0 -25

Depressed 2 -50

Dissatisfied 6.26" .05

Control l_.51_ (0.74') 2.30(j-.31) 2.3I(j-.65)
Helpless 2 .89 (1.81l' 2 -57 (t -7 41 2 -30 (1.30 )

Failure 0.73

TEST PACKAGE 0.63 .02

Note. * .e<. 05. ** p<.01.
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Table 9

Diff etric
and Means (St.andard Deviat.ions)

riate and Univaria trICS

PACKAGE

Variable

Sex

ofF Difference Metric Control

¡4, (SD) ILs ( sn¡

CONTROL PACKÀGE L.721

Control (l--7) 0.13

Responsibility 4-48'

Males (n=24l.

Females (n=39)

Credit/Blame 7-77

0.31

0-83

.1_6

.03

.08

.09

. l-0

2.42 (1.35)

2 -95 (1.8s)

-92(2 -L2)

.33(1.66)

-2r (r .7 9)

.28 (r.97 )3

Iz

2

Opport.unity

Influence

Cont.rol (0-24) L.37

Success L.84

HeJ-plessness 2 -79

PREDCTN PACKÀGE L.2L

SATISF PACKAGE ]-.84

DISSATSF PACKAGE 2.09-

Sad 2.BB

continued on nexr paqe
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Depressed 3 .1-l-' .03

Mal_es (n=24)

Females (n=3 9 )

Dissatisf ied 4 -24' -02

Males (n=24 )

Females (n=39)

Failure 2.35

TEST PACKÀGE 0.75 .03

1.77(r-271 2.s4(2.08) l_.88(1.s7)

L-77 (1.04) 1-.69(L.22\ ]--46 (]_.05)

1.83 (t.24) 2.s4(1.s3) 2.2s (1.48)

2.3L(1.61l, 2.36(1.53) 2.-33(1.s3)

Note. " .p< - 05 -
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Table 10

Make-a-Difference Metric bv Questionnaire TVpe: Multivariate and

Univariat.e St.atistics and Means (SLandard Deviations)

PACKAGE

Variable

Questionnaire

F a¿ Make-a-Difference Metric Control_

Mo (SD) Ifrs (SO¡ Mr: (-Sp)

CONTROL PÀCKAGE I.75, .L7

Control (L-7 ) 0. 15

Responsibility I.27

Credib/Bl-ame 2.57

Opportunity , 0 -62

Infl-uence 0-11

Cont.ro1 (0-24) 2 -35

Success 0.78

Helplessness 0.01-

PREDCTN PACKAGE 0.54 .03

SATISF PACKAGE ]-.1-O .06

DISSATSF PACKAGE 3.28.- .15

Sad

Cont.rol

F{ol nl oqq

5.47" .10

r.74(0.93) 1-.89(1-.3s) 1,.79(1.1s)

1 . ss (1 . 01) 2 .52(L -37 ) 2 .34 (L.32)

continued on next Ðaoe
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Depressed 0.99

Dissatisfied 9 -45-- .07

Control

HeIpIess

Failure

2-53(1.s6) 1.86(0.99) t-74(1.31)

1-.90(1_.2L) 3.04(1-.Bl_) 2-86(1_.66)

0.09

TEST PACKAGE L.29 .05

Note. o p<.05, ** 
-p< - 01 .
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Table l-l-

Make-a-Difference Metric bv Sex: Multivariate Statistics

PACKAGE

Variable

Sex

r 0f Make-a-Dif ference Metric Control

Þfo (sD) !L' ( SD) Mrs (Sn¡

CONTROL PACKÀGE

PREDCTN PACKAGE

SATISF PACKAGE

DISSATSF PACKAGE

TEST PACKÀGE

0.92

0.91

0 .85

1.00

r_.59

.09

.06

-04

.05

.06
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Tabl-e 12

-Wav and Four-Wav In tions: Mul-t.ivari Univaria

F-Statístics (Proport.ion of Expl_ained Variance)

Package

Variable ANOVAs

Interactions

q *\t*ô

(ol2 )

S*N*X

(ro2 )

q *ô*v

((l)2 )

N*Q*X S*N*Q*X

(<ot ) (<o2 )

CONTROL PACKAGE

Control (1-7)

Responsibility

Credit/BIame

Opportunity

Influence

Control- (0-241

Success

Helpì-essness

PREDICTION PACKAGE

Know

Certain

2-03"'

(.34)

0 -72

0 .70

0.36

7.52

2 -30

0 .86

1.39

1_.86

0.72

(.0e)

l_ - 1_6

( -22)

L.02

(.13)

0 - 99

(.1-0)

l_ - 31_

(.08)

L -2L

(.L21

L -82

(.11)

1_. 03

(.20)

1_.68-

(.20)

0.94

L -22

continued on next page
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Predict
ua*al ^^^*^^^rrlJ}Jç r gù ùIIgÞ Þ

Luck

SATISFACTN PACKAGE

DISSATISF PACKAGE

Sad

Tlanroq c arl

Dissatisfíed

Failure

TEST PACKAGE

0. 87

0 .75

0.70

1-.00

( .10 )

r-.90-

( .18 )

1.06

0.98

1_.18

L.72

L.13

(.13)

1.38

(.]-4)

r .10.

( .16 )

0.96

r-.31_

1_.60

0 .50

1.1_0

( .08 )

1_.63

(.08)

1- .97

( . r0 )

0.93

(.04)

1-.1_6

(.06)

t .46

(.07)

.82

.03 )

L .66

( .16 )

1.01

(.10)

0

(

0

(

.82

.06)

Note.

X=Sex;

^çç^^F^

S=Sel-ignnan Met.ric; N=Nickel-s Metric;
* p<.05, *** p<.001; dashes indicate

/-ì-t'-\rrac+-i ^--='i ra rT\¡no.V-V

llnrrrrr<¡rraÁ rrn i -'- -ì - r ^s¡fyu! puçs urrr vcLI IO.LC
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mul-tivariate and univariate ef fect.s, means, standard deviations,

and magnitude of effect size estimaLes. )

Control-labil-itv packaqe. The MANOVA (witfr Wilks' criterion

and Satterthwaite's solution for degrees of freedom) assessed the

effects of the DM, MDM, QT, Sex, and all interactions on the

Controllability dependent variables and found a significanL main

effect for t.he DM, F(1-6,292)=2.37, p=.0025; and for t.he MDM,

F(16,292)=2.3i- , Þ=.0033. There was a significant inCerac6ion for

the DM x Sex, F(16,292)=L.'72, p= -0425; the MDM x QT,

F(16,2921=1-.75, P=.0381; and t.he DM x MDM x QT, E(32,540)=2.03,

P'= - 0009 -

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each dependent variable

found Lhat t.he DM signif icantly af f ect.ed participant.s' perceived

control (1-7 ) and opport.unity. Ryan, Einot.t, Gabriel, and Wel-ch

F-statistic comparisons (REGWF; Ryan, 1960) indicated Lhat

part.icipant.s with 75? DM felt more cont.rol t.han part.icipants with
eiLher 08 or 25% DM (whose esLimates did not. significantly

differ), while participants with 25% DM felt greater opportunity

than participanLs wit.h 75U DM (neither of which differed from

participanLs with 0% DM). Furthermore, the ANOVAs and ,,

Ryan comparisons showed that participants with 0% ¡{DM perceived

more control, responsibility, influence, success, and felt t.hey

controlled more trials than participants with either 25? or

75% MDM, whose ratings did not differ. However, onJ-y 0% MDM

part.icipants f el-t. more helpless Lhan 75% MDM participants.
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A simple effects analysis of the DM x Sex int.eraction

indicated a significant. difference in perceived responsibility,
such that females felt. significantly more responsible for t.heir
Lest. score t.han mal-es, but only when DNI=JST, F(1,61)=4.7L,

P.=.0339. Analysis of the MDM x QT and DM x MDM x QT interactions
revealed no significant univariat.e dif ferences (p>-05) .

Predictabil-itw packaqe. The MANOVA for the predictability

variables indj-cat.ed a significant main ef fect. for the DM, -

F(1-0,298)=3.2I, Þ=.0006; and significant interact.ions for DM x

¡4DM, F(20,495)=2.52, .p.=.0003r DM x eT, F(1-0,298) =2.05, .p.=.0284¡

and DM x MDM x QT x Sex, F(20,495) =1.68, p=.0332. The ANOVAs

indicaLed t.hat the DM signif icantly af f ected part.icipants'
perceived knowl-edge, predict.ion, and l-uck, such t.hat z5z and 75?

DM participants 'f"lt less knowledge and prediction of their t.ot.al-

test. score buL attribut.ed their tocal test score to ruck to a

!,rçater degree than 08 DM participants.

Analysis of both the DM x QT and DM x MDM x eT x Sex

int.eractions reveal-ed no significant univariate differences
(p.>.05), but anarysis of the DM x MDM int.eraction indicat.ed a

significant effect for both knowledgre and luck. Simple effects
and Ryan comparisons of perceived knowledge indicated that iet.

DM=O?, the 25? ¡4DM participants felt less knowledge of their test
score than the 0? and 758 MDM participants, F(2,6A1=5.51,

P=.0028; at DIvI=252, the 0% ¡4DM participants felt significant.Iy
less knowledge of their test score than the 25qé anð,75'6
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participants, F (2, 61-) =6-95, Þ=.0040; but at DM='|52, participanLs,

knowledge of their test. score did not significantly differ amongi

the MDM l-evels, _E<1. Simple effects and Ryan comparisons of

perceived luck indicated t.hat at DM=O?, the 25% MDM par[icipants

attributed their t.est. score to l-uck to a greater extent than the

0å and 75% MDM participants, F(2,6L)=4.12, Þ=.02LL¡ but when t.he

DM was either 253 or'75?, part.icipant.s' attributions to luck did

not dif fer among the MDM levels, p.>.05.

Sat.isfaction packaqe. The MANOVA for the Satisfaction
variabl-es indicated a significant. main effect for only t.he DM,

F(8,300)=2.46, p=.0136. Univariate analyses indicated that the

DM affected participants' perceived satisfaction, F(2,153) =4.49,
p=.0128, a]-though Ryan comparisons found no significant
differences r*ong the DM levels.

Dissatisfaction packaqe. The MANOVA for the Dissatisfaction
variable-s- -.rdicat.ed significant main effect,s for QT,

F(4,!50)=4.73, p=.001-3; and Sex, F(4,1-50)=4.1-0, E=.0035. There

was also a significant interaction for DM x Sex, -E(8,300)=2.09,
g=.0366; DM x QT, F(8,300)=2.9]-, p=.0039; MDM x eT,

F(8,300)=3.28, Ê=.0013; DM x MDM x QT, F(1_6,459)=1.90, p=.0199;

and DM x I4DM x Sex, F(1-6,459)=a.70, p=.0431-. Univariate analyses

of the main effects indicated t.hat participants who completed. the
quest.ionnaire headed by the control question felt less sad,

dissatisfied, and depressed t.han participants who compreted the

questionnaire headed by the helplessness question. Moreover,
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females fel-t less depressed but believed r-lror¡ F='i larl to a greater

degree than males -

Univariate analysis of the DM x Sex interaction showed

significant effects for dissatisfaction and depression. A simple

effects analysis indicated t.hat at. 0% DM, femal-es felt more

dissat.isfied than males, 5(1,5L)=7.77, p=.0074¡ but no more

depressed, p.>.05. At 252 DM, males felt more depressed t.han

f emal-es, F (1, 51) =g . 61, P= . 0050 , but no more dissatisf ied, -p>. 05 .

Finally, âL 75% DM, males and females did not differ in t.heir

degree of dissatisfaction or depression, p.>.05.

Univariate analysis of the DM x QT interaction showed

significant. effects for dissat.isfaction; a simple effects
analysis indicat.ed that. at 0? DM, participants who received the

control-item questionnaire felt more d.issatisfied than

part.icipants who received the helpless-item questionnaire,

F(1,34)=26.6_5, p(.0001-; but no differences emerged at olhc:
DM level-s. Analysis of the MDM x QT interaction indicated that
at 03 ¡4DM, participant.s who received either questionnaire did not

differ in their perceptions of sadness and dissat.isfaction.
However, ât 258 MDM, participants who received the control-item
questionnaire felt l-ess dissat.isfied than participants who

received the helpless-it.em questionnaire, F(1,38) =15.59, p=.0002;

and at 75U MDM, participants who received the cont.rol-item
questionnaire felt less sad and less dissatisfied than

participanLs who received t.he helpless-it.em questionnaire,
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F(1, 6i-) =9.93, Ê=.0045; and F(1, 61) =I0 -02, g=.0026, respectiveJ_y.

Anal-ysis of the DM x MDM x QT and DM x MDM x Sex int.eractions

reveal-ed no siqnificant univariate differences.

Mul-t.iple-choice test packaqe. The MANOVA for the

Multiple-Choice Test variabl-es indicated a significant main

effect. for t.he DM, F(6.302)=2.40, Þ=.0279; and the MDM,

F(6,302)=3.1-8, p<.0049. Univariat.e analyses indicated that the

DM significantly affected participants' esLimates of the number

of correct answers they thought they would get if they const.antly

selected opt.ion-A and if they const.anLly select,ed opt.ion-B. Ryan

comparisons showed that 0å DM part.icipants felt they would get.

fewer correct answers by constantly select.ingr option-A and get.

fewer correct. answers by constant.ly sel-ectinq option-B than 25%

and 75% DM partícipant.s. The univariate analysis also indicated

that t.he MDM signifícantly affected participants' estimates of

the number of correct answers they goL, such t.hat 0U MDM

participanLs fe1t. t.hey would get. a l-ower test score than 258 and

75% MDM part.icipanLs.

Metric comparison. The DM and MDM vüere compared for their
relative useful-ness in four individuat analyses. The first. ,,

compared the degree of rel-at.ionship between the two metrics and

two measures of perceived control (measured on either a 7- or
2S-point scale). Results showed that the DM significantly
correlated with the 7-point (DM-7; r=.L9, Þ=.0091) but not the

25-point scale (DM-25; r=-.02, Þ=.8002), whereas the MDM
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significantly correlated with both the T-point (MDM-7ì L=-14,

Þ=.0479) and 2S-point scales (MDM-25; L=.16, p=.0250 ) .

A dependent measures z-test for differences in correlations in a

single sample (Darlington & Carlson, L9B'7 ) indicated no

dif f erence bet.ween the DM-7 correl-ation and both the MDM-7,

z=.45, p=.3264; and MDM-25 correlat.ions, Z=L.]-2, p.=.131_4.

rn the second analysis, Lhe 2S-point scale was regressed in
an intercept model- including both the DM and MDM to see if either
metric could reliably predict. the number of quest.íons

part.icipants bel-ieved they controrl-ed. The intercept was not

signif icantl-y dif f erent f rom zero, ß=3 .67 , t (1-87 ) =L .96 , Þ=. 0516,

and was subsequently dropped from the model. As a result, a

no-intercept model using t.he same predictors was tested. This

model explained"4o.49z of t.he variability in participants'
perceived control. Results showed that the number of questions

participants believed they c_ont-rolled could be reliably predicted

using the MDM, ß=2.28, t (1-87 ) =2 .26, p<.0001-; but. not the DM,

ß=0.51, t=1.08, p=.2810.

rn the third analysis, two accuracy of cont.rol variables
were constructed by subtract.ing each of the DM and MDM from

part.icipants' perceived contror (25-point scale). The group

means of the accuracy measure of t.he more useful- metric would

approximate zero. Table 1-3 shows the means, variances, and

t-st.atistics for bot.h DM and MDM accuracy of control variables.
Result.s indicat.ed that both metrics produced. control inflations
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Table 13

Difference Metric and Make-a-Difference Metric Accuracv

Variables: Means, Variances, and t.-statistics

Actual Control-

Mean

Variance

t -stat istic

Accuracy Variable

DM Accuracy MDM Accuracy

O9o

252

759.

Mean

Variance

t-stat ist.ic ,

Mean

Variance

t-statistic

Mean

Variance

t-statistic

6.73

61.07

6 -52*

-7.17

30.37

-1-.69

-11.95

58 .44

-1_2 .40*

3 .87

s5. 0B

4 -L4*

0.99

39.08

L -26

-l-L.25

57.52

-l-i_.87*

Note. n=63 ; *.p<.0001_.
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when actual control was 0% (p<.0001), and produced control
deflat.ions when actual controf was 752 (p<.0001-), but. produced

accurate judgrments when acLual control was 252 (p>.05) .

Finally, in the f ourt.h anal-ysis, the variances f or bot.h

accuracy variables represented the degree of dispersion or

inaccuracy in participants' rating,s of control. By dividinq the

larger by the small-er variance, a significant F-ratio woul-d show

which accuracy variabl-e produced the lesser amount of error
(i.e-, inaccuracy) . When comparisons were made bet.ween the t.wo

accuracy measures, resuJ-Ls indicated no significant. differences

between variances at the 0U l-evel- , F (62,62) -L.22 , g=.2180; the

252 level , E (62 , 62) =7 .29 , p=. 1593 ; and the 758 l_evel,

F(62,62)=t.92, Ê.=.4691-. When comparisons were made within each

accuracy variabie but across the different levels of actual-

conLrol, differences emerged for the DM accuracy variable,
whereby the accuracy measure for the 25? DM pê.rti-cipants was

significantry ]ess variable than the accuracy measure for the

0U DM participants , F (62 ,621-2 -21, p.=.001-1 .

Analvsis of section ef f ect.s. Since data were collect.ed

across six introductory psychologiy sections, it was of int.erest
to determine whether t.he effects of either control metric on t.he

dependent variables varied according to the different periods of
dat.a coll-ection. A MANOVA including Nickels' make-a-d.ifference

metric, Seliganan's difference metric, and the six levels of
section as the independent variabl-es (and all possible
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interactions) assessed difference among the dependent variables

in each of the five packages. Atl effects were nonsignificant
(pt.05) except wiChin the Satisfaction Packaqe, which showed a

siqnificant interaction between difference metric and sect.ion,

F (32, 518 ) =1 .48, p=. 0459 . Univariate analyses, however, reveal-ed

that no singrle dependent variable was sigrnificantly affected by

the interaction of these two variables (p>.05).

Discussion

The present. study t.ested t.he effects of both the traditional-
difference metric and the recently proposed make-a-difference

metric for differences in participants' perceptions of control

and helplessness. It was expected that either met.ric would

significantly affect t.hese ratings but Nickels' make-a-difference

metric woul-d represenL a more useful- measure of cont.rol than

Seligrman's difference metric. No claims were made regarding

git-her an interaction between the metrics or--J heir ef fects on

participants' perceived predictability. Because the present

study uncovered effects not hypothesized, the discussion is
divided into primary (hypothesized) and auxiliary findings.
Primarv Findings ::

Dif f erence met.ric hvpothesis. Three hypotheses r^rere

proposed in the present study. Firstly, it was hypothesized that
participants with difference met.ric values of zero would perceive

less cont,rol- and more helplessness than part.icipants with
difference metric values above zero. This hvpothesis was
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partialJ-y confirmed in participants' ratings of perceived

conLrol: Participants given higrh dif ference met.rrc tests
(DM=75%') feft more control- than participants given low or zero

difference metric tests (DM=253 and 02, respectively) , whose

ratincrs did nOL dif fer. The hr¡nof hesi s was al so narf ; ='t r,,u!!!e!. rr¡u ¡rJ¡:vurreorÐ y*,__LCf I_Ly

confìrmed in narfir-inanfs' rafinos nf nnnorfrrn'il-rz. Þ¡rt-'ir-in:nt_c!uurrrvo v! vpl/v! uulf rLy . ru! u¿vrl/urf uJ

given high difference met.ric t.ests fert. more opporcunity than

part.icipants given row dif ference metric tests. However. t.he

high-control participants feIt. no l_ess helplessness, no more

inf luence, responsibility, success, credit or bj-ame, and felt
t.hey controlled the outcome of no more questions t.han the other
part.icipants. rn fact , of the entire set of cont.rollabilitv
variables (so grouped by their significant int.ercorrelation and

nomological similarity), only control- and opportunity were

affected by the manipulation of the difference metric. rn

addition, the group differences for perceived control onJ-y

emerged when part.icipants were given large amounts of difference
metric control (DM=75z); small manipulations (DM=25?) had no

significant impact. overall, these findings indicat.e that when

people know t.hat orìe action l-eads t.o a great deal more success

than other actions, they perceive more control and opportunity
than people who know that al-l acLions bring an equal likelihood
of success.

The difference metric studies to d.ate have always provided
participants with outcome predict.abiJ_ity (e.g., trial_ outcomes) .
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In fact, Seligman (L975) and Peterson et al-- (1993) indicate that
predictability is theoreticalJ-y necessary if participants are to
perceive any control. Because it has been shown that t.his

information can influence perceived controllabiJ-ity (Cramer &

Nickel-s, L994¡ Nickels et aI., 1-993), t.his informat.ion was

eliminated in t.he present st.udy. As a result, proponenLs of the

difference metric would expect no difference in perceived control

among the three level-s of the difference metric. The present

study found otherwise: Even without t.his predictive informaLion,

people's ratings of control \^¡ere affected by manipulation of the

difference metric, which indicates that prediction is not a

necessary component for participant.s t.o perceive control.
Although large manipulations of the difference met.ric were

needed for signirficant changes in rat.ings of perceived control,

only small manipulations were needed for significant changes in
perceived prediction. That is, increasing the likelihood of

success for one action rather t.han another reduces participants'

certainty in their likelihood of obtaining a high t.est score;

t.his woul-d appear to denote a metric for uncertainty, âs Nickels
(1980) hypothesized, rather than a metric of controllabilityr. âs

t.raditionally believed (Abramson & A11oy, 19Bl-; Alloy & Abramson,

L919; Peterson et ê1., 1-993; Seligrman, 1-975) . Research by

.Tenkins and ward (1965) and ward and Jenkins (1965) utilizing
Seligman's difference metric found that. participanLs' perceptions

of control covaried more substantially with the reinforcemenL
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l-evel (i.e", number of successes) rather than the dif ference

metric; but since success or reinforcement levels were nor

provided in the present st.udy, iL further sug.gests t.hat

predictive information is a likely confound with controllabilitv
ratings and warrant.s regulation.

Make-a-difference met.ric hvpothesis. The second hypothesis
q'|- al- orl l-h:f rr.arf i ¡'inanl-q t.r'i rL mãl-^-i-^-i tFa*^-¡n marø.ivyrLrr 1l.l.c1.r!c-ct-Lll-Lrs!srruu rrLr:LrrC ValUeS Of

zero would perceive less control and more helpl-essness than

participants with make-a-difference metric val-ues above zero.

This hypothesis was confirmed: part.icipants given some

dif ferent-outcome quest.ions (MDM=25U and 75%) felt. more cont.rol,
responsibility, and influence, felt they control-l-ed the outcome

of more questions, and believed they would get a higher test.

score than participants given no different-outcome guestions

(MDM=O%) . Moreover, participants given a large number of
different-outcomç. luest.ions (MDM=75%) fert significantly less
helpless than participants given no different-ouLcome guestions.

This suggests that. hiqrh l-evels of the make-a-difference met.ric

are needed for individuals to feel control, but smal]er level-s

are needed for individuals to feel helpless. This result. has

been consisLently demonstrat.ed in previous research. Cramer et
al-. (L994) and Nickel-s et. al. (1993) both reported that when the
difference met.ric is zero, participant.s given no

different-outcome trials felt. more helplessness and less control
than participants given some different-outcome trial-s
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(i.e., L{DM=25<", 502, or 759ø). Both studies suggested that a

some-or-rì.one phenomenon may operate in people's judgrments of

helplessness and control, such t.hat any amount. of control above

zero is sufficient. to produce significant differences in
perceived cont.rol-. Finally, because the dif f erences amonq the

make-a-difference metric were consisLent across al-l- three level-s

of Seligman's difference metric, it sugrgests that the resul-ts of
past. investigations, which maintained a 0Z difference metric, are

applicable to other difference metric values. Although the

present study indicated significant differences in perceived

control amongf t.he make-a-difference metric levels, the met.ric had

no such effect on participants' predictability ratings. That. is,
changes in Nickels' reconceptualized metric of control (defined

as independent from prediction) had no effect on rat.ing's of

predictability.

The present study- ÞLrpple_nênts studies by both Cramer et aI.
(]-994) and Nickels et al. (1993) in suggest.ing a critical
boundary between perceptions of no control when the

make-a-difference met.ric is zero and percept.ions of control when

the make-a-difference metric is gTreater than zero. It remains to
be determined the pivotal point at which perceptions of
controllability are no longer significantly different. Future

studies might consider manipulation of the make-a-difference

met.ric t.o values between 0Z and 25å to assess the critical- Ievel
aE which part.icipants perceive conLrol.
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Metric comparison hvpothesis. The third hypothesis sLated

that. t.he make-a-dífference metric would be a more useful- measure

of actuaf cont.rol- than the difference met.ric. This hypothesis

was partialJ-y (though not conclusively) confirmed in a number of
analyses. The make-a-difference meLric was shown to be the

better of the two metrics. from the following results: (1) The

make-a-difference metric significantly affect.ed more

control-relat.ed dependent. variabl-es (e.9., control, influence,

responsibility, number of control-lable questions, absence of

helplessness) Lhan the difference met.ric; (2) the

make-a-difference metric correlated with both the 7- and 25-point

control variables, whereas t.he difference met.ric correlated only

with the 7-point. control variable; and (3) the reg,ression

analysis showed t.hat the make-a-difference metric (and not the

difference metric) was a significant predictor of participants'
ratings of perceived cont.rol, explaining 40qø of t.he differences

in scores. However, neit.her metric proved more useful in the

analysis of the accuracy variables: (1) Both metrics \^¡ere

consistent. in the mean accuracy rat.ing at each level of actual

cont.rol and (2) both metrics showed a consistent level- of i

variability in accuracy rat.ings

rn surnmary, the present study tentatively suggests that the

make-a-difference metric is a more useful measure of actuar

contror Lhan the difference metric, but al-so encourag:es the

pursuiL of more research in met.ric ut.iÌity. Bot.h Gibbon,
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Berryman, and Thompson (I974) and Hammond and Paynter, Jr. (1983)

examined several contingency theories (including t.he difference
metrj-c) and compared their similarities and differences. They

concluded that.:

all contingency formulat.ions deal inadequately with a number

of important variables, Lo a far greater extent than most

psychologist.s realize. It. is our quess that t.he probl-ems of

t.he existing contingency t.heories wil-l- not be solved by

concaLenating anot.her probabilistic cont.inqency formula

(Hammond & Paynt.er, Jr., 1983, p. 547) .

This new approach to contingency learning might be embodied in
the make-a-difference met.ric, whose formulat.ion is not based on

probabilities. FuLure research might consider a comparison of

the make-a-difference metric and those cont.ingency theories

reviewed by Hammond and Paynt.er, Jr. (1983) .

Auxiliarv Findinqs

Several- results in t.he present study, although not

hlpothesízed, were nonetheless interesting and warrant commenL.

These included an examination of control met.ric interact.ions, the

two different questionnaire types, the effects of the sex of -the

participant on responsibility and dissat.isfaction variables; and

t.he absence of both motor speed differences, and general

satisfaction with having control.
Control, metric interact.ions. The present study found no

interaction between the difference metric and t.he
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make-a-difference met.ric in participants, ratings of

controllabiliLy, and this may have resulted from one of two

factors. Either there was insufficient. experimental power Lo

detect an interaction or there exists no such interaction bet.ween

these metrics in the general population. A post-experimental

power analysis of differences among the perceived control means

indicated that. with 2t participants per group, t.here was a

fikelihood between B'/>" and 932 of detecting an int.eract.ion if it

exist.ed in the population. As a result., the present study is

confident in it.s concl-usion of no interaction.

There were, however, significant interactions between the

two metrics and two predictability variabl_es: Knowledge and

luck, To tease apart these interact.ions, iL wilf be shown how

Nickel-s' make-a-difference metric affected the relationshin
between Seligman's dif ference metric and both knowled.qe and luck.
Collapsingi across the make-a-difference metric, the knowledge and

luck variables had similar but opposite effects: 0% difference
metric participanLs fett. significant.ly less knowled.ge of t.he test
score but were more 1íkely to attribute the test score to luck

than the 252 or 75% difference metric participant.s. However,.

different. effects emerged at. different difference metric values:
when the difference metric was zero, 252 MDM participant.s felt
less knowledgable about. their t.est score but attribut.ed t.heir
test score to l-uck Lo a greater extent than 0u and 75% MDM

participanLs. When the difference metric was high, no
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differences among the metric level-s were detected for both

knowledge and fuck. However, when the difference metric was fow,

there remained no difference amons the make-a-difference metric

Ievel-s for perceived luck, but t.he 0% I4DM participants felt less

knowledge about their final score t.han 25% and 75% MDM

participant.s. It woul-d seem that t.he signif icant dif f erence for

perceived knowledqe when the difference metric is low is

spurious, since knowledge and fuck consistently and inversely

covaried and there appears t.o be no theoretical reason to adopt a

phenomenon to explain why, when Lhe difference metric was l_ow,

0Z MDM participanLs feel l-ess knowledgeabl_e about their Lest

score Lhan 252 and 75% MDM participant.s -

There is one possible explanation for the make-a-difference

metric differences of knowledge and l-uck when the difference

metric is zero. The MDM=253 participants may have received

-en.ìugh actual cont.rol- to perceive it, but not enougrh to overcome

the belief that t.heir test. score may be infl-uenced by J_uck;

0% and 75% I4DM participants did noL act similarl-y because they

either had no controllable t.rial-s (0? MDM) or an abundance of

cont.roll-able t.rials (75U MDM) . Likewise, one reason 25% MDM.

part.icipants indicated they had no knowledqe of the out.come,is

because t.hey had enough actual control t.o affect t.heir t.est

score, buL not enough t.o chang,e it accord.ing to how they woul_d

like. The 0z and 75% MDM participants did not. act simirarly

because they either did not. det.ermine the outcome at all (0U MDM)
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or they determined the outcome to a great extent and could bring

about. the test score they wanted (75% MDM).

Ouestionnaire twpe. There were t.wo different questionnaires

administered randomly across all groups to assess any progressive

effects of initial- questionnaire items on successive

questionnaire items (Dambrot, l-980; Graziano & Raulin, 1-993) .

The quest.ionnaj-res differed only by the order of presentation of

the first Lwo questions (assessing; perceived controllability and

helplessness), so participant.s answered either a control--item or

a helpless-item first in their questionnaire. This is the first
controllability study of its kind Lo assess group differences

across the order of items part.icipants receive.

The order of the control and hel-plessness questions was

found only to affect. participant.s' ratingrs of dissatisfaction
with the test, such that. participants who received the

control--item questionnaire felt more dissatisfiei-, depressed, and

sad t.han participants who received the helpless-item
questionnaire. This represents a relief to researchers of past.

studies, âs it shows that cont.rol-rel-at.ed variables were

unaffect.ed by the quest.ionnaire item order. But it does provide

a useful caution to researchers who wísh t.o further examine,the

relat.ionship between control and failure.
Overall, the resul-ts suggest that participants used the

first. item of the questionnaire as a means to identify the

experimental purpose. For instance, participant.s who received
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rlra lr^lñl^õ--itêm ôìraql_ ì^nn3.ira 1r¿l ìa.'aÄ 1-l¡n c+-"r1., ,.,-Llre rrelpress ---,,,-rd.J_re rJerreveu tlte stuo.y was

investigating helplessness, which involves the negative

endorsement of these items. As a result, the helpless-item
participants showed higher depressive-l-ike ratings than

participants who received the controf-item quest.ionnarre

(Graziano & Raulin, 1993; Orne, 1,962).

It should be point.ed out that ratings of both sadness and

dissatisfaction were tempered by interactions with one or both of

t.he actual- control metrics. For exampfe, when the

make-a-dif ference metric was zero, cont.rol-- and hel-pfess-item

participants f el-t similar dissati-sf action and sadness. When the

make-a-di-fference met.ric was low, there was no difference in
sadness, buL control-item parLicipants feel less dissatisfied
fhan hclnlêsq-item nartieìoants. Finallrz. whcn fheVVII9¡¡ çIIç

make-a-difference meLric was high, control-item part.icipants

indicated greater dissaLisfaction and sadness than help'ì q¡3 item

partícipants. These findings have two implications: rt suggests

that individual-s can adopt a response style in their endorsement

of dissatisfaction items, whereby part.icipant.s who bel-ieve the

study examines controllability (as based on t.he first
questionnaire item) endorse the dissatisfacLion items usinq,their
perceived control as a judge. But al-so, it suggests that on a

dependent measures quest.ionnaire, participants may be more

reluctanL to endorse a sLrongi-sentimented variabl-e such as

sadness rather t.han a l-ess exLreme variable like dissatisfaction,
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since a rarge amount of make-a-difference conLrolrabilit.y was

needed before a difference in perceived sadness emerged between

control- and helpless-item part.icipants.

However, the opposite occurred in the interact.ion with the

difference metric: The only difference between control-item and

heln'l eqs-'i tem anrêql-ionna'ì ro nnrl_i ¡irìânfq in nor¡ai¡¡orl

dissat.isfaction occurred only when the difference meLric was

zero, and then the control-item parLicipants felt more unhappy

than the helpfess-it.em participants. This interaction would

suqgesL an association beL,ween the difference met.ric and

part.icipants' expression of dissat.isfaction at. having an equal

Iikelihood of success from the two response opt.íons. By giving
participants even 25% more correct answers from one response

opt.ion, their dissat.isfaction disappears. This once again

suggests that. the t.wo metrics are measuring a slightly different.
(although not completely independent.) constell_ation of variabl_es.

Sex of part.icipant. It has not been uncommon to observe sex

differences in control and helplessness research (Al_loy &

Abramson, 1979¡ Dweck, Davidson, Nelson, & Enna, t9j8¡ Dweck,

GoeLz, & Strauss, 1980; Sedek & Kof ta, 1-990 ) . Anal_ysis of the

effects of the sex variable alone indicated t.hat males felt more

jenressej f han fcmal pq hlll- €¿m='l ^- €n't +- f her¡ fei I orl 1- 6 .a .rrââ1- ôruvò/! urres u¡¡qrr !ç¡LLqrçÐ, uuu !Elttclf gÞ reIL _--_J

degree than males. Numerous studies (Dweck & Bush, 1,976; Dweck &

cilliard, !975; Nichol-1s, L975; Nickels et al., L993; Sayers,

Baucom, & Tierney, 1,993) have indicat.ed that females "show lower
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expectancies of success than do fmales] across a wide variety of

domains " (Dweck & Litch, l-980, p. 203 ) . Many of the dif f erences

beLween males and females in the present st.udy were tempered by

int.eractions with the difference metric. To begin, despite a

main effect for neither sex nor t.he difference metric for
*^-^^i '-^¡ q j l-r'i I i {-.' t-.heir combined ef f ects yielded apE! ucf v Eu ! çùP(JrlÞrrJraf uy , 

. 
u

significant. difference, but only when the difference met.ric was

high. That is, males felt. no less responsibility than females,

except when the stakes for success were very high. This suggests

that. if the potent.ial outcome is either extreme success or

extreme failure, females take more responsibilrty than males for
the outcome of t.heír choices. Moreover, only when the available
responses l-ed Lo an equal l-ikel-ihood of success (DM=O%) did

females feel morè dissatisfied with the t.est than males. Perhaps

femal-es see situations l-ike t.hese as representing an inflexibl-e
or preset situation than if more successes were available. fn

short, when Lhe stakes are high (Otut=75¿¡, females feel more

responsibl-e; but when the stakes are zero (DM=O?), females become

frustrated and dissat.isfied with the test., which indicat.es t.hat

females appear to be better consumers of the tasks they perform.

Similar sex differences have been observed in sociobioloqical
research of mate sel-ect.ion crit.eria, whereby males are more

likely to fall in love, whil-e females are more l-ikel_v t.o fall ouL

of love (Barash, 1919, L982¡ Buss, L987; Wifson, L97B).
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Finally, males fel-t more depressed than females about the

outcome of the test, but only when the stakes were moderate

(DM=25%). This can be explained by the ambiguity males possibly

perceive in the test. That is, t.ests with a zero stake of

success (DM=0å) or a substaniallrz greater st.ake of success

(DM=75%) are easy to understand; but tests with a low stake of

success (DM=25?) offer too Iittle information on what exactly to
do in order to achieve success. In this case, the stakes are too

high to deem the final test score preset and uninftuenced by

one's choice of responses; but the stakes are also too l-ow to

have a sufficient opportunity to obtain the desired number of

successes (Keinan, ]-994) .

Nonsiqnificant differences in mot.or speed. The present

study found no significant differences across the índependent.

variables (i.e., difference met.ric, make-a-difference meLric,

questionnaire type, scx, and'ser:tion) and their interactions for
the speed at which participants filled in the IBM answer sheets.

This result is not surprising in the assessment of Nickels,

make-a-difference metric, since no research to date has

rra¡,rmant-a¿r - performance deficit (Cramer & Nickels, l_9BB; Nickelsvvv\Àlru¡¡ues s L -lruru \ulqILLçI q r\J\-ÃçfÞ/

et â1., L992, ExperimenL 2¡ Nickels & Cramer, tg93). But the

result. is surprising for investigators of seligman's difference
met.ric, since a lack of control-l-ability is t.heoret.ically

comprised of performance deficits (pet.erson et ä1., 1,993;

Seligman, l.975) . Some studies have found performance deficits
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f olJ-owing learned helplessness training in participant.s'

motivation to escape aversive noise (e.9., Alloy & Abramson,

I9l9; Glass, Reim, & Sinqer, 797L¡ Glass ç Sinqer, 1-972; Hiroto &

Seligman, L9'75; Klein & Sel-igman, L976; Langer, L9'75¡ Miller &

Seligiman, L976) and in the solution of anagrams (e.9., Benson &

Kennell-y, L9'/6; Gatchel &. Proctor, I976; Hiroto & Seligrman, 1-975¡

Klein, Fencil--Morse, & Seligrman, I9'/6) . But other studies have

found enhanced performance following l-earned helplessness-

training (e.9., Hanusa & Schult.z, I9l7; Roth & Kubal , L975¡

Tennen & Eller, I9'7'/; Wortman, Panciera, ShusLerman, & Hibscher,

L976). The absence of motor speed differences in the present.

study may have resulted because participants received no

information regarding their progress (i.e., outcome feedback),

typicall-y provided in tradit.ional- difference metric research.

Although Nickels et. al-. (1993) manipulat.ed outcome feedback (to

levels of high success feedback, Iow success feedback, and no

success feedback) to assess its conLribution to cont.rol-labilitv
measures, they failed to take a performance measure, so it
remains to be t.est.ed whet.her outcome predict.ability is necessary

for part.icipants to acquire a performance def icit - Fut.ure

research migrht consider a more detailed examination of the ,

specific factors necessary for these deficit.s to emerge.

Lack of participant satisfaction. The present study found

no differences in participants' raLings of satisfaction with the

test f ollowing t.he manipulat.ion of either metric. This result is
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unusual given t.he volumes of research which document a variety of

benefits derived from t.he bel-ief in perceived control, regardless

of whether or not. that. belief is veridical (Alloy & Abramson,

L979,'Burger, 1,989¡ Langer, L975; Langer & Rodin, 1917; Perlmuter

& Monty, L977). This suggests t.hat the metrics are important in

the assessment of actual- conL.rol but. fail to accurately predict

whether participanLs will perceive their conLrol- as somet.hing

beneficial. It would appear t.hat. more than just control- is

needed for participants to feel happy. One experimental constant

included in the present study was the number of choices

(24 selections of either A or B) that participants made; this was

regulated because research by Langier (1975) and Rodin and Langrer

(1977 ) found greaLer sat.isfact.ion with an increase in the number

of signif icant dÏroices one makes over the out.come of an event.

Perhaps an information variable such as prediction by itself or

in t.andem with control- could bring abouL more satisfaction
Future research might consider the addition of either pre- or

post-selection informatíon as a key fact.or Lo participant.s'
perceptions of satisfaction.
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Participants' Instruction Booklet

ÏNSTRUCTTON SHEETS

Please do NOT Lurn the page

unLil instructed

B6

PAGE ]-



Question

A is thre correct

B is t.he correct

Bot.hAandBare

Neither A nor B
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PÀGE 2

answer

answer

correct

is correct

1

z

3

4

24

STOP: Pleage d.o not. turn the page-

and, wait, for furEb.er ínstructions.

sÀ¡fPr,E 24-QITESTTON
.è¡ISWER KEY

Option-A Option-a

@
A

o
A

.D

@
@

B

Sit, quiet,Iy
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BB

PÀGE 3

In your particular case, you should know 2 thinqs about the
answer key:

You wíIl çfet, 18 more corrects angwers
by eelecting orre of ttre opt,íong (eitb.er À or B)

rather ttran ttre otb.er option.
We cannot. teIl you which option b.ae ttre larger numDer

of correct anawers-

Please note t.hat if you always select the option with the larger
number of correct answers, you geL a higrh final test score.
However, if you always select. the option with the smaller number
of correct answers, you wi}l get a low final t.est. score.
Because you do not know which option gives more correct answers,
a good strategry is to try a rel-at.ive1y eguaJ- sel-ection from both
A and B.

6 of the queetions have orrJ.y 1 correct, answer.
The remaining quesËions have eiÈh,er

0 or 2 correct angwerg.
We cannot tell you wh.ích, questiong h,ave 0

and. v¡b.ich have 2 conect, ârlswers.

That is, on 6 quesLions your choice of A or B makes a difference
in whether you giet the correct answer.

You will later see that we have labelled each of trlne 24 quest.ions
on your sheet. so you know on which questions your choice makes a
difference (i.e., only 1- correct answer)

Please contínue on to the next, page.



FORM-À

You may now begin to select either A or B for each question,
tr1¡ing to geL Ehe correct answer. Reneuber, you get 18 more
corrects ansvrers by eelecting oIre opcio:r. (À or B) ratsher tb.a:e tb.e
otber optíon.

FOR EACH OF THE 24 QUESTIONS BELOW, CIRCLE ETTHER

Quesrion OPTION-À OPTION-È YOUR CHOICE. -.
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PÀGE 4

or

T4AB

makes a difference
makes No difference
makes No difference
makes a difference
makes a difference
makes NO difference
makes NO difference
makes p difference
makes No difference
makes No difference
makes NO difference
makes a difference
nakes NO difference
makes No difference
rnakes NO dif ference
makes a difference
¡nakes No difference
makes a difference
makes NO difference
makes NO difference
makes NO difference
makes No difference
makes No difference
makes NO difference

ö

9A
L0A
1-1 A

1) À

IJ ¿I

15À
lo ft

t7A
18A
19A
20À
11 lLL ö

22À
z3A
24A

Please circle only

On how many of the
make a difference?

B

B

B

B

B

Þ

B

B

B

b

one opcion for each quest.ion.

above 24 questions did your choice of A or B

0-24

Please continue on to tfre next page 
"



QUESTIONNAIRE

extent have you exercised control
(CircLe the appropriate nGUerL

minimum I 1

amount I
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sEX (H./F):

over the rnagnitude of your

5 6 7 lmaximum
I amount

tinal-

90

PÀGE 5

3. To what extent do you consider yourself
magnitude of your final test score?

minimum | 1

amount I

ÀGE (yeare):

L. To what
test score?

2. To what extent
test score?

minimum
amount

4. To what extent
rnagnitude of your

nlntmum
amounc

9- To what extent
score?

minimum
amount

have you been heLpless to

11 234
I

do you consider yourself
final test score?

t1 234
I

do vou believe you know

Ehe magnitude of your final
6 7 | maximum

I amount -

success because of the

6 7 | maximurn
I amount

failure because of che

6 7 | maximum
I amount

your final- cest score?
6 7 | maximum

I amount

a f fect
c

tobea

5

Eobea

5

5- To what extent can vou predict che magni-cude of
minimuml 1 2 3 4 5
amount I

6. To v¡hat extenc are vou responsible for che magnitude of your final Eest
score?

minimuml 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 lmaxÍmum
amount | | amount.

7. To what extent did vou influence the nagnitude of your final test. score?
minimuml 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 lmaximum
amount | | amount

¡

B. To what extent is it hopeless for you Eo anticipate the magnitude of your
final test score?

ninimuml 1 2 3 4 5 6 'l lmaximum
amount | | amount

the magniEude of your final test

5 6 7 lmaximum
I amount

Pl.eaee contínue oIr to the next paçfe-
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PÀGE 6
will- you be saLisfied wiLh the magnitude of your final test

L 2 3 4 5 6 7 lnaxinum
I amount

l-0- To vrhat extenL
score?

minimum
amount

11. To whac exLenL
final test score?

mÍnimum
amount

L2- To what extent
Lest score?

minimum
amount

1,3 - To what extent
score?

minimum
amount

14. To what extent
test score?

minimum
amount

15. To whac extent
f inal. test score?

minimum
amount

16. To what exlent
tesE score?

minimum
amount

L7 . To r¡rhaL extent
score?

minimum
amounE

18. To what extent
score?

rnÍnimum
amount

19. To what extent
m inÍmum
amount

do you

t_

wilÌ you

L2

wil-ì- you

L2
be happv with the magnitude

have you had an opportunitv to

L2345

deserve credit or blame for the magnitude of your

7 | maximum
I amount

feel depressed about the magnitude of your finaì.

7 | maximum
I amounL -

of your finaÌ test

7 | maximum
I amount

do you feel luck contribuced to che magnitude of your final
7 2 3 4 5 6 7 lmaximum

I amount

affect the magnitude of your

6 7 | maximum
I amount

will you be dissatisfied with the magnicude of your final-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 lmaximum
I anount

do you feel gertain about the magnitude of your final cest

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 lrnaxi-mum
I amount

wili- you be pleased with the magnitude of your final test

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 lmaximum
I amount

wÍII you be sad about Ehe rnagnitude of your final test score?'L 2 3 4 5 6 7 lmaximum
I amount

PJ.eaee conti¡rue oD. to the nexÈ page.
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PÀGE 7

20- On how many of Lhle 24 questions do you think you exercised control- over the
magnicude of your final test score?

0-24

21. on how many of the 24 questions did your choice of À or B
make a difference in whether or not you got the correct answer? (Please check
ffi the booklet co get the answer).

0-24

22- How many more correct answers wouÌd you get by consLantì"y selecLing one
option (either À or B) raLher Ehan che other opLion? (Please check back to
page 3 in the bookLet to get the answer).

0-24

23. Which option do you think had more correct answers? (Circ1e one of the
three selections). 

, (A) (B) (Both the same)

24. How many correct answers do you Ehink you would have earned if vou had
constantlv selected . 

gg!_l-on-e:

0-24

25. How nany correct answers do you thing you would have earned if you had
constantlv selected oÞtion-B?

0-24

26. How nany correct answers do you think you got?

0-24

STOP: PJ-ease make sure you have answered every quesÊÍon.

-wh.e¡r 
you b.ave finíebed, please cJ.oee your bookiet

a¡¡d wait for further inetructions.
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Appendix B

Experimenter InsLruct ions

My name is Ken Cramer. I am t.he principle researcher in two

separate studies that we wil-I conduct today during t.he l- hour

research period. In the first sLudy, we are trying to develop a

new type of multiple choice test. In the second experiment, wê

are trying to find out how fast most people can perform a-motor

Lask, where you blacken al-I bubbLes of several IBM answer sheets.

The packet. you have contains aII you will need to participat,e in

this experiment.

Multiple Choice Test

In the first study, vte are int.erested in a new format of

multiple choice rt.est. While most muttiple choice test questions

have only one correct ansr.{er, we wish to examine the case where

quest.ions can also have eittrer no correcL answer or Lwo correcL

answers. You will be asked later in the eçeriment to t.ake this

new mulE.iple choice trest. Àt Ehis BoinE, I would like you to do

E,hree things: (1) remove the INSTRUCTIONS SHEETS from your

packet., (21 wait until I tel} you to turn to page 2, and

(3) leave everything else in the packet

Many undergrraduat.e courses aL the university level use

mult.iple-choice tests to evaluate student performance- This

format. usually involves one correct answer out of four or five

options per question. A problem wich this format is that at

higher leve1s of learning (and in life, Loo, ) many quest.ions have
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any number of correct ans\^¡ers--or maybe even no correct answers.

You are part of a group of st.udent.s parLicipaLing in a study to

explore alternative formats to the traditional multiple-choice

test. In this sLudy, you are asked to Lake a t.est in which any

question may have one, more than one, or no correct ansbJers.

Your task will be to geb as many correct. ansblers as you can.

We know t.hat with the traditiona] multiple-choice tSSt,

students do Nor do wel-1 when Lhey negrlect to study for a test.

The question is, "How well can students do on this new

test format when they have not. sE,udied the material evaluated by

the test?' In order t.o simulate the situation in which students

have noL sLudied the mat.erial at all, w€ have left out the actual

wording of each quest.ion- You witl be able to see only the

guestion numbers and t.he two letters (A and B) representing the

two choices for each question

In each of your packets, wê have included the test ansv¡er

key in a sealed envelope, which you will be asked to open after

the test is completed- We will use this key to deLermine how

many correct answers you got (i.e., your total score). We will

need to verify that. your score is correctly calculated. To avoid

t,he confusion of aII 300 studenLs coming up aL once, wê will do

it in order or your score. The higher your score, ttre sooner you

will be called up and leave the experiment.

Now open your inst.rucLion booklet to page 2. In this

experiment, you are asked to circle 1 and only 1- option for each
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question. Page 2 shows an example of t.he 24-question answer key.

Sample questions 1 and 2, like most multiple choice tests,

represent inst,ances when the answer sheet has only 1- correct

ansv¡er. That. is, for Sample question l-, you will get the correct

answer if you select A, because A is the correct answer on the

answer key. For Samp1e question 2, the same will occur if you

select B, because B is the correct answer on t.he answer \"V. In

each of these cases, your choice of A or B make$ a difjEefgnç-e in

whether or not you get the correct answer-

The novel aspect of ttre new multiple choice test, however.

is demonstrated in sample questions 3 and 4. For Sample quest.ion

3, you will alwavs get the correct answer, because both A and B

are corrbct. on ,the answer key- However, for Sample guestion 4,

you will never geL t.he correct answer, because neiLher A nor B is

correcÈ on the answer key. Yorr will get the same outcome

regardless of your selection of A or B. That is, your choice of

A or B makes no difference in whether or not you get the correcE

answer. You should know that for these questions, you should

stiII select either A or B, since not answering will count

against you.

As I have already said, you will be able to check your

answers against the answer key. At this point, however, please

turn to page 3 in your instruction booklet, read these

inst.ruct.ions carefull-y to yourself , and begin the test by

following the inst.ruct.ions -
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Motor Task

Atthispoint,Iwouldlikeal].ofyoutofollowthese3

inst.ruct.ions: (a) place the instrucLion booklet inside the

packet, (b) remove the IBM answer sheets and the sealed envelope

from the packeL (do not open the envelope) and (c) return the

packet under your seat. "when you have finished, please look to

the front of the class -

you wiII be able to examine the answer key after we complete

Lhe second. experiment involving the motor task; that wâY, both

experimenLs will be compleLed and you witl be called up

individually with higrher score participants being called before

Iower score participants. When I say "BEGIN'" please blacken as

quickly as you pan EACH bubbte On the ansf,^¡er sheet - Be sure to

blacken t.he bubbles on the ansvler street question by question '

For example you are to blacken eactr of the 5 bubbles in question

l- before proceed.ing t.o blacken eactr of the 5 bubbles in question

2, and. so on. computer-scoring will NOT count. a partially

blackened bubble but will counL s[ray marks against You, so be

sure to completely filL in eacb. bqbble eeparately. Otherv¡ise,
':

you may get. a lower score Lhan you deserve. Go on to a new

answer street once you have compleEely f illed' in a street ' When I

say osTop, " I will ask you Lo open your sealed envelope- Please

work as fast as you can during each minuLe of the task- Are

there any questions before we start?
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AII right- Ready? Begin! [SET TIMER FOR 1 MTNUTEI

Pfease sLoo -

r can now revear that. there will- be No need for any of you

to do any furt.her work in order to get credit for your
participation in this st.udy- All t.he data to be gathered have

now been gathered. However, before you leave:
(a) please return the IBM answer sheets to the packet,

(b) sear the enveJ-ope so none of the materiar wirl be rost, and,

(c) write your name and student number on the outside of t.he

enverope (so you can gret. credit for your participation) .

Those of you who wish to see how you did on t.he murtipre choice
test are asked t.o wait unt.il the others have l-ef t.. Those not
wishing to check their multiple choice test scores shoul-d now

pass their packet.s to the end of Lhe row, where we will_ pick
them up.

Data Píck-Up

The results of ttre study should be available soon. when

they are availabl-e, r will share them with you. Thank you very
much for your participat.ion. rf you have any questions or want

Lo score your own test, please stay in your seat. Thanks again!
Those who have arready handed in their packeE.s may now leave.


